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1. INTRODUCTION 
Manufacturing has experienced major changes during the last decade. On one 
side of the changes we find fast evolving technologies, on the other side a deeper 
understanding about manufacturing itself. This understanding starts with recognizing 
the importance of manufacturing for a company in terms of meeting demand, meeting 
deadlines, and quality issues, to mention a few. Making money of course  is the 
ultimate goal. To do so, one needs to make sure that manufacturing performs well on 
certain key factors, like throughput, inventory levels, and operational expense. This in 
turn creates the need for the control and measurement of those important factors. 
The primary question is how to apply the currently available technology and 
knowledge about manufacturing to achieve the best possible performance. This is 
where tools like simulators and simulation software packages come into the picture. For 
over ten years, simulation has ranked among the most important managerial decision 
making tools. Unfortunately, these tools have not changed as the manufacturing 
environment has changed. The development of software has lagged behind for obvious 
reasons. People improve (or develop new) software tools as the need is recognized 
and the hardware/software environment exists, thus the development does not occur 
concurrent to the changes in manufacturing. Looking at simulation as a tool to improve, 
analyze, and manipulate manufacturing systems we can observe the same trend. 
Thus, traditional simulation software packages are no longer sufficient to cope 
with the ever increasing request to handle more complexity, flexibility, and variety in 
manufacturing. To overcome those barriers and achieve a useful result with existing 
simulation tools still requires the user to deal with complicated and time consuming 
modeling as well as critical interpretation and decision making based on the simulation 
results. 2 
In an attempt to address these issues, Artificial Intelligence (Al) more and more 
became the center of focus. (Moser, 1986) Research was done in several areas to 
identify the use of Al in simulation and manufacturing in general. Many of these efforts 
include the application of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) which provides a 
powerful means to implement Al and flexible simulation architectures. 
However, research is still focused on solving very specific problems without 
considering the long term benefit.  In other words, the solutions that are presented in 
recent research papers have a very limited scope, not being easily extendible to handle 
possible future problems in simulation. 
This research proposes the design of an Al Architecture in an OOP environment 
that can be (re-) used and extended easily, in order to be able to respond faster to 
upcoming needs as well as current needs (e.g. making intelligent decisions) in 
simulation. 3 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Companies have just begun to understand the complexity and opportunities for 
improvement of their manufacturing facilities. Many still rely solely on completely static 
production planning techniques, like MRP, not being aware of interdependence 
(fluctuation) within the system which greatly influences the performance of a 
manufacturing environment. 
As mentioned before, simulation offers a way to analyze and manipulate an 
existing (or planned) manufacturing system. In simulation, this can be done in a fashion 
without having the unwanted effects that occur when doing the same thing with the real 
system: disturbing or destroying the system, building a different system (Pritsker, 1995). 
However, the effort needed to simulate different manufacturing scenarios is still very 
high. Existing software like SIMAN, SLAM, and Pro-Model require the user to change 
the simulation model (or even develop a completely new one) for each scenario which 
includes the iterative process of interpreting simulation results and deciding what to try 
next / which changes on the model are worthwhile doing. 
Thus, we want to be able to model a variety of systems with different levels of 
complexity and multiple possible scenarios without redesigning or changing the model 
every time. The simulation software should take over at this stage and investigate the 
alternative approaches automatically, make intelligent decisions, and tell the user which 
observed system performed best (and why). Al can be applied to this situation and help 
to make the decisions for the user. 
Conventional simulators and simulation languages are not yet capable of 
performing automatic result analysis. To provide a simulation tool  which covers each 
and every simulation user need will not be possible to achieve. As  pointed out in the 
introduction, the changing technologies and increasing in-depth understanding of 
manufacturing systems keep increasing the capability requirements  for simulation tools. 
The application of the OOP paradigm seems very appealing  under these circumstances. 4 
One example is the consideration of human behavior in manufacturing systems. 
Current simulation tools are equipment centered and can be run without any modeling of 
personnel, since decision making features are included as characteristics of the 
equipment. Having an intelligent being in the system for which decisions might vary is 
outside the scope of conventional simulation tools. (Spier and Kempf, 1995). 
The latter is just one of many areas were intelligence can be added to enhance 
simulation and manufacturing decision making in general. Others, rather coming to 
mind when looking at existing simulation languages and decision support systems, are 
the use of priority rules, material release policies, resource allocation for maintenance, 
and economic aspects. 
The presented research proposes the design of an Al Architecture implemented 
in an OOP environment. The architecture provides a reusable and easy to extend base 
platform for the application of artificial intelligence in a selected simulation environment 
(Beaumariage, 1990).  It addresses the changing needs of simulation users who have to 
cope with a dynamic manufacturing environment. The main focus therefore is 
automated output analysis which allows simulationists to gain results faster. Additionally, 
two areas of need for intelligent decision making are implemented (material release and 
processing sequence) to enhance the benefit of the developed system. 
Figure 1:
 
The key areas of the study
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter presents an outline of the identified key areas of the research topic 
(Figure 1) as well as a discussion about some closely related research topics.  It will 
show the need for further improvement of existing simulation approaches which directly 
lead to the proposed research. 
3.1 Simulation 
Let us start with two definitions to clarify what the earlier mentioned simulation 
tools are: (Law and Kelton, 1991) 
- A simulator is a computer package that allows one to simulate a system 
contained in a specific class of systems with little or no programming. 
- A simulation language is a computer package that is general in nature, but may 
have special features for certain types of application. 
Many papers and books have been written about simulation, outlining areas of 
application and advantages and disadvantages (Banks and Carson, 1984 and Law and 
Kelton, 1991), or describing a more specific approach/concept of problem solving using 
modeling and simulation (Pritsker, 1995 and Beaumariage, 1990). Therefore, this report 
will not give a broad and in-depth discussion about simulation in general, but merely 
provide a short overview of the main concepts with particular importance for simulation 
of manufacturing systems. 
3.1.1 General View (manufacturing) 
As mentioned earlier, industry is dealing with problem solving in more and more 
complex manufacturing systems. Mathematical modeling (e.g.  Linear Programming) 
and simulators which provide low flexibility reach their limits and often simulation (a 
simulation language) is the only way to solve the problems. However, one should be 
cautious about the results simulation tools provide.  It should not be mistaken to be the 6 
ultimate tool that provides all the answers. Simulation results have to be carefully 
interpreted, considering the underlying assumptions upon which the developed model is 
based. Simulation models have to be verified and validated, in order to establish the 
level of confidence one has in the results. Banks and Carson (1984) describe the 
process of verification and validation as "one of the most important and difficult tasks 
facing a model developer". Pritsker (1995) defines the two processes as follows: 
- Verification:  The process of establishing that the computer program executes 
as intended. 
Validation:  The process of establishing that a desired accuracy or 
correspondence exists between the simulation model and the real 
system. 
At the front end of the simulation model development the analyst has to be sure 
about the simulation objective. In other words, he or she has to be clear about what 
questions the model should answer. This in return requires the analyst to  determine the 
system boundaries with respect to external inputs and the level of detail. Both aspects 
greatly influence the successfulness of the model and modeling exercise. 
Model development and result interpretation are areas which still have to  be 
performed by humans. Even sophisticated simulation environments,  like the presented 
research solution, which make use of the Artificial Intelligence concepts can not resolve 
all of the problems which are posed on the analyst. Both require an  immense amount of 
information and understanding about the real (manufacturing) system, which can not be 
provided for the computer in a reasonable fashion, yet. 
Within the broad application of simulation we find several different approaches to 
modeling: discrete, continuous, and mixed discrete/continuous models. Discrete 
simulation modeling itself can be separated into event orientation, activity scanning, and 
process orientation. Since the proposed Al Architecture is implemented in a discrete-
event simulation environment (Beaumariage, 1990) the following discussion is limited to 
such systems. 7 
One final point should be mentioned here: Why do manufacturing people make 
use of simulation? Law and Kelton (1991) identify the following reasons: 
- increased competition faced by most manufacturers 
decrease in computing cost 
- improvement in simulation software 
3.1.2 Discrete Event Simulation 
The difference of a discrete system in comparison to a continuous system is that 
the state variables only change at discrete points in time rather than  continuously over 
time (Figure 2). 
value of 
state variable 
I 
discrete 
change 
I  I  I  I  I  time 
value of 
t1  t3  t4  t5  t6 
state variable 
continuous 
change 
time 
Figure 2:
 
Discrete vs. continuous
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Within the scope of discrete modeling the event orientation was of particular 
interest. When comparing event orientation with activity scanning and process 
orientation, some advantages/disadvantages are apparent: (Pritsker, 1995) 
positive:  i) highly flexible 
- negative: i) if using a  general programming language a big effort is needed for 
coding, etc. 
ii) relatively unreadable models, difficult to modify and reuse 
As will be shown in section 3.2 the negative aspects are not necessarily true 
when using an OOP language such as Smalltalk. Coding still can be extensive, but a 
high degree of modifiability and reusability are guaranteed (assuming the OOP 
paradigm was used properly and consistently). 
An event is a time instance at which the system state (described by state 
variables) changes. Thus, when using this approach the modeler has to identify the 
events that occur in the real system. In a discrete-event simulation environment an 
ordered list of these events (calendar) is maintained to perform the simulation. A more 
detailed description of how the event list is handled can be found in Pritsker (1995) and 
Banks and Carson (1984). 
3.1.3 Existing Software 
Simulators and Math-Programs are already branded as not being flexible and 
versatile enough to meet modern manufacturing modeling requirements. In some cases 
a more narrow focus and less complex simulator (or even simple mathematical 
programming software) might actually turn out to be the better tool, since it requires less 
modeling effort and enables the user to get fast results. However, this research is 
concerned with manufacturing systems that present a medium to high complexity, thus 
higher level simulation languages and general purpose languages are discussed in this 
chapter. 9 
3.1.3.1 Simulation Languages: 
SJMSCRIPT, SLAM, GPSS, SIMAN (with Cinema for animation), and Pro-Model 
are examples of high level simulation languages. Some of them provide graphic 
interfaces for animation purposes. Animation is a useful feature that can greatly help to 
understand what is going on in the manufacturing system and also for verification and 
debugging of the model. Unfortunately, it requires additional modeling and also 
extensive computing time. The simulation run has to be slowed down in order to have 
an animation a person can follow. Overall, animation is useful, but is not necessary for 
a valuable simulation. 
All of the above simulation languages provide certain base features which are 
commonly useful in simulation. For example, elements to model queues, servers, 
storage locations, and parts, random functions to model stochastic components, and 
selection capabilities to model processing priorities and routing choices. As long as your 
system can be easily modeled with the provided features everything seems fine. As 
soon as the provided elements are not sufficient, a very complicated model with the 
existing elements has to be developed, general purpose language inserts must be used, 
or in the worst case, it can not be done at all. Another drawback is that the user needs 
to know the language which is used for inserted subroutines. For example in SLAM 
user inserts have to be written in FORTRAN.  These user inserts also are not very easy 
to reuse, mostly programmed for a specific model, and, in the case of SLAM, not directly 
accessible by other models (projects). 
Another problem of the currently available simulation software packages, even 
when they provide "sufficient" modeling capabilities, becomes apparent when starting to 
modify the original model in order to analyze the system's performance under alternate 
circumstances. For each of these scenarios, the model has to be changed, sometimes 
it is even necessary to develop a completely new model before running the simulation 
again. Depending on the range (# of scenarios and scope of each single change) of 
possible scenarios this can lead to an expensive and time consuming simulation project. 
Each of the scenarios is a static view at the real world when it comes to decision 
making. No intelligent decisions are made during the simulation runs by the software. 
The user has to rely on his own knowledge and experience. In other words, you still 10 
need an expert for simulation to interpret simulation results, verify & validate the model, 
and make necessary (reasonable) modifications to the model in order to investigate 
different scenarios. 
3.1.3.2 General Purpose Languages: 
FORTRAN, Turbo Pascal, LISP, C and C++, Smalltalk and C_Talk are examples 
for general purpose languages which were not specifically designed for simulation 
purposes. Modeling for simulation purposes can be very extensive, have a low level of 
reusability, and low transparency. Thus, the non-object-oriented programming 
languages (e.g. FORTRAN) can already be ruled out as possible candidates. Other 
hybrid languages, like Turbo Pascal which provide some object-oriented features, are 
not the best choice. This leaves us with the pure 00 programming languages which 
can be very useful for simulation. 
3.2 Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 
Lorenz (1995): "Reuse is the number one means to achieve rapid software 
development." The preferred use of an OOP language over an existing simulation 
package or a non-00 programming language was mentioned in the previous chapter. 
This chapter will give some background about OOP and what makes it so desirable - the 
OOP Paradigm.  It neither provides a thorough discussion of OOP, nor does it claim to 
present a "guide to fully understand OOP ". For those purposes various publications are 
available, some of which are referenced in the following paragraphs. 
3.2.1 Basic Concepts 
Today's software design has the need to develop very complex and dynamic 
systems. Traditional development using the "classical life cycle" includes no iteration, 
no emphasis on reuse, and no unifying model to integrate the development stages 
(Korson and McGregor, 1990). OOP addresses all these issues based on the following 
basic concepts which focus on an 00 approach rather than on a procedural one. 11 
Kaehler & Patterson (1986) define an object as: "An object is a package of data 
and procedures that belong together. Specifically, all constants and the contents of all 
variables are objects". Instead of passing data to procedures, objects are asked to 
perform operations. Objects become the receivers of messages. 
Unfortunately, several different views of what an OOP environment is supposed 
to have, exist. At this stage we reach an almost philosophical level. Most of these 
different view points have significant parallels and actually are just a different view of the 
same thing. Three of these OOP world views are presented. They all help to 
understand OOP. 
3.2.1.1 The view of Pasco (1986): 
Objects and classes: An object is an instance of a class. The class is the 
provider of all necessary data and methods which is needed to construct and use the 
particular object. "Four different elements are needed to support OOP ". 
Table 1:
 
OOP key elements
 
(adapted from Pasco, 1986)
 
Element  Description 
Information Hiding  To ensure reliability and modifiability of software by 
reducing interdependencies between components. 
Internal state variables of a module are not directly 
accessible from without. 
Data Abstraction  Could be considered a way to use information 
hiding. The programmer defines an abstract data 
type consisting of an internal representation plus a 
set of methods and data for manipulation. 12 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Element  Description 
Dynamic Binding  Needed to make full use of a code for other types of 
data. Within the 00 approach different objects may 
receive the exact same message and carry it out in 
a (for the particular object) proper way. This is also 
known as polymorphism, since a message can lead 
to a different response depending on the receiver 
object. Dynamic binding increases flexibility, since 
existing code does not have to be modified when 
new classes/objects are added. 
Inheritance  Enables programmers to create subclass and 
objects which are specializations of an existing 
class (= superclass). Subclasses inherit the 
capabilities (data and methods) of their superclass. 
3.2.1.2 The view of Korson and McGregor (1990) 
Objects and Classes: Objects are pieces of the software design. They are 
grouped into classes for the purpose of specification and represent the basic entity in an 
00 system. Therefore classes are sets of objects. Korson & McGregor also mention 
encapsulation and abstraction mechanisms. 
Table 2:
 
OOP key elements
 
(adapted from Korson and McGregor, 1990)
 
Element	  Description 
Inheritance	  Relation between classes that allows a new class to 
be based on the structure of an existing class. The 
same applies for objects as instances of a class. 13 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Element  Description 
Polymorphism  In an 00 language, polymorphism allows a 
message to refer to more than one class instance 
over time. 
Dynamic Binding  Refers to the binding of a procedure call to the code 
that is to be executed as a response. That means, 
the respective code is not known until the call 
referring to a particular instance is made. 
3.2.1.3 The view of Lalonde (1994), Beaumariage (1990): 
This view is based on Smalltalk (an OOP language) concepts which also was a 
strong influence on Pasco's definitions. 
Objects and Classes: All items in the 00 environment are objects. An object 
can be a class or an instance of a class. A class itself can have several different 
instances. The definitions of a class include a) data storage definitions (what data and 
storage manner) and b) methods that can be executed on the data. Classes are 
specified in a hierarchical tree structure. 
Table 3:
 
OOP key elements
 
(adapted from Lalonde, 1994 and Beaumariage, 1990)
 
Element	  Description 
Encapsulation	  An object's data and methods are enclosed within 
the object's boundary. This boundary can not be 
penetrated by other objects, thus data contained in 
an object can only be modified by its own methods 
not by the methods of other objects. 14 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Element	  Description 
Message Passing	  A result of encapsulation. Since the data stored 
within an object is not directly accessible by other 
objects or their methods, message passing is 
needed to communicate. 
Dynamic Binding	  Refers to the process of relating data and methods. 
Dynamic binding takes place during the actual 
software run and is determined by the message and 
the receiver object. 
Inheritance	  Provides reusability. Since classes are structured 
in a hierarchical way, each class inherits the 
construct (data and methods) of its superclass. 
Additionally, polymorphism - the ability for different types of objects to respond 
differently and correctly to the same message and abstraction - a concise 
representation of a more complicated idea or object - are also issues mentioned. 
Data Abstraction 
Understandability  Encapsulation 
Modifiability  Inheritance 
Reusability  Polymorphism 
Modularity  Dynamic Binding 
Reliability  Information Hiding 
Message Passing 
Figure 3:
 
OOP concepts and their advantages
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The above concepts show clear advantages over traditional (procedural) 
languages when it comes to modularity, modifiability, reusability, reliability, and 
understandability. The relationships between these advantages and the presented key 
elements, or concepts, of OOP are shown in the previous figure (Figure 3). 
3.2.2 Object Oriented Programming and Simulation 
Probably the main advantage of OOP for simulation is the convenient 
decomposition of complex systems into individual objects and the isolated description of 
their behavior. Engineers like logic structures where items (objects) and their 
relationships are defined. Therefore, it is easy for them to relate their idea of the 
(manufacturing) world into a 00 environment. The direct translation of entities in a 
simulation environment to reusable objects comes to mind. For example, a machine 
can easily be represented by an object. The data and method structure is used to 
describe the machine's status and capabilities. As a class can have several instances, 
more than one machine of the same type can be modeled using the same code. 
Reusability allows the same code to be used over and over again for different simulation 
models. Machines can also be grouped, based on types, thus will also use some of the 
same methods when programmed in an OOP language. This is where inheritance 
comes into the picture. For example, a 'Lathe' class provides all the basic features of a 
lathe. Subclasses of 'Lathe' specify specialized lathe machines with special features. 
But all of them inherit the basic features of their superclass 'Lathe'. Duplication of the 
same code is unnecessary. 
Other researchers discuss 00 and simulation in more detail. Savic (1990) 
pointed out the usefulness of SmalltalkN for discrete simulation. Khaled and 
Samadzadeh (1992) discussed an 00 environment for simulation of computer network 
architectures. 16 
3.3 Artificial Intelligence (Al) 
"Artificial Intelligence is the study of how to make computers do things which, at 
the present time, people do better." (Rich and Knight, 1991) Al is still offers a wide open 
area for research and possible fields of application. For this reason there is no final 
definition of what Al actually is. The above, very broad, statement about Al was used 
because it does not narrow down the potential future use of Al, like some other 
definitions do. So far, several areas of Al application have been identified: 
- game playing, e.g. chess, checkers 
- automated reasoning and theorem proving, e.g. heuristics, search algorithms 
expert systems 
- natural language processing and understanding 
- planning for manufacturing, robotics, and scheduling 
- machine learning
 
Al languages and environments, e.g. OOP, expert system shells
 
Except for "game playing" and "natural language processing and understanding" 
all the mentioned applications find use in manufacturing. Al seems to be an area of 
great interest for manufacturing industries. (Game playing, in a broader sense namely 
game theory has gained increasing interest in industry, including manufacturing issues, 
during the recent years). 
Taking a closer look at Al in general before we consider intelligent manufacturing 
applications seems to be appropriate. Al requires knowledge representation and 
symbolic reasoning. Thus, an Al system has to be able to do operations on symbol 
patterns, in order to identify "a better" solution. This statement already indicates that Al 
does not necessarily provide the user with the optimal solution. Rather, it achieves a 
good/sufficient solution. 
Intelligence requires the use of knowledge. Therefore to achieve a good or 
optimal solution, in most cases, would require a lot of knowledge (volume). The high 
level of knowledge that would be needed for a complex application to acquire an optimal 
solution would render the whole Al system to be inefficient. From a certain level on, a 17 
large amount of knowledge has to be accessible to gain a small improvement. 
Obviously, there is a trade off between the input effort and the result quality. Another 
problem with significantly increased knowledge is to figure out what part of the 
knowledge actually applies to solve a particular problem. Knowledge about the 
knowledge becomes more and more important to efficiently deal with the amount of 
information (meta-level knowledge). Knowledge represents a central point of Al. For 
the purpose of this study it was split up into three important functions which have to be 
performed: i) knowledge representation, ii) use of knowledge for the search of a good 
solution, and iii) communicating knowledge and the results based on it (inferencing 
mechanism). 
3.3.1 Artificial Intelligence in Manufacturing 
The use of Al in manufacturing systems creates the need for the simulation tool 
to be able to handle the applied intelligence, too, when simulating these intelligent 
manufacturing systems. This is another reason for a simulation environment to have an 
Al platform which is easy to reuse and extend. 
Various applications of Al in manufacturing (besides simulation) have been 
studied. Some of them are listed below.  It is not possible to mention all of the 
numerous research efforts pursued in this area, but the listed ones give a good idea 
about the vast impact of Al for future manufacturing. 
Table 4: 
Al research for manufacturing 
Reference  Author(s)  Topic 
Dag li and Kusiak,  Bahrami, Lynch, and  Integrating product and process 
1994, pg. 237-259  Dag li  design through intelligent systems 
Dag li and Kusiak,  Chen  Intelligent assembly systems 
1994, pg. 319-357 18 
Table 4 (Continued) 
Reference 
Dag li and Kusiak, 
1994, pg. 463-482 
Dag li and Kusiak, 
1994, pg. 139-169 
Dag li and Kusiak, 
1994, pg. 213-235 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
153-171 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
259-283 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
173-201 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
235-257 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
83-115 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
59-81 
Dong, 1994, pg. 
351-370 
Famili, Nau and 
Kim, 1992, pg. 
235-275 
Famili, Nau and 
Kim, 1992, pg. 1­
15 
Author(s)
 
Matson, Mellichamp,
 
and Swaminathan
 
Radack and Sterling
 
Smith and Dag li 
Dong 
Huang, Wang, and 
Fischer 
Kusiak and Wang 
Li, Dong and Vickers 
Tomiyama, Xue and 
Yoshikawa 
Wang, Rao and 
Zhou 
Yuan, Stepanenko 
and Dong 
Egilmez and Kim 
Famili and Turney 
Topic 
Knowledge-based approaches for 
material handling system design 
Reasoning about symbolic 
description of mechanical parts 
Feature identification for intelligent 
design 
Automated Generation of min. 
cost production sequence 
Artmap neural networks for 
closed-loop welding process 
control 
Knowledge-based system for 
building scheduling models 
Intelligent rough machining 
planning and programming 
Intelligent CAD systems 
An Intelligent Approach to 
conceptual Design of mechanical 
systems 
Collision identification between 
convex objects using neural 
networks 
Teamwork among intelligent 
agents 
Application of machine learning to 
industrial planning and decision 
making 19 
Reference 
Famili, Nau and 
Kim, 1992, pg. 
41-59 
Famili, Nau and 
Kim, 1992, pg. 
349-383 
Famili, Nau and 
Kim, 1992, pg. 
385-399 
Kusiak, 1988, pg. 
1-23 
Kusiak, 1989, pg. 
137-149 
Kusiak, 1989, pg. 
45-81 
Kusiak, 1989, pg. 
151-171 
Kusiak, 1989, pg. 
173-205 
Table 4 (Continued) 
Author(s)  Topic 
Karinthi and Nau  Geometric reasoning using a 
feature algebra 
Pan and Tenenbaum  Intelligent agent framework for 
enterprise integration 
Rao, Cha and Zhou  Integrated software system for 
intelligent manufacturing 
same  Al and CIM systems 
Dattero, Kanet and  Enhancing manufacturing 
White 
planning and control systems with 
Al 
Kokar	  Machine learning 
O'Grady and Lee	  Intelligent cell control system for 
automated manufacturing 
Sarin and Salgame	  A knowledge -based system 
approach to dynamic scheduling 
3.3.2 Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS1 
The complexity of manufacturing systems and therefore, the requirements for the 
simulation of manufacturing systems are rapidly increasing. People with skills needed to 
run simulation studies correctly are still limited and expensive. Validity and accuracy of 
simulation results quite often are questionable, due to the lack of a thorough 
understanding of the matter. The quest for a remedy to this problem has concentrated 
attention on combining Al and Expert Systems (ES) technology with simulation. Both 
are knowledge-based approaches which allow the incorporation of knowledge and 
expertise into simulation software. Knowledge-based approaches in general obtain a 20 
sufficient solution to a problem. As discussed before this is also the case with Al 
techniques which then are not violated by the non-optimality of a KBS implementation. 
Progress in knowledge representation and database management during the last 
decade, especially the advances of relational and object-oriented database technology, 
fostered the interest in KBS's. (Shannon: see Kusiak, 1989, pg. 305-329) Each KBS 
typically includes the following components: (Kusiak, 1990) 
- Knowledge base (KB) 
- Working memory 
- lnferencing engine 
- Knowledge acquisition module
 
User interface module
 
The working memory is of lesser interest for this study, since it is assumed to be 
provided by the hardware (computer). Since the final implementation will be done in 
Beaumariage's simulation environment (1990) the user interface (model input and 
simulation results output) is predetermined. Providing a more sophisticated user 
interface for the simulation environment is beyond the scope of the current research. 
3.3.2.1 Knowledge Representation 
Knowledge representation is one of the key factors in KBS's. Several 
representation schemes have been developed. All can be grouped into four major 
categories: 
- Logic 
- Rules (production system) 
- Frames
 
(Semantic) Networks
 
None of these schemes offers an ultimate solution for all purposes, as every one 
has its advantages and disadvantages (Niwa: see Kusiak, 1989, pg. 19-31). Since the 
efficiency of the system will be greatly affected by the chosen representation scheme, 
we carefully have to select the right one. Detailed explanations about knowledge 21 
representation schemes can be found in Rich and Knight (1991) and Kusiak(1989 and 
1990). A short introduction is provided in the following paragraphs. 
Logic:
 
Is concerned with the relationship between assumptions and conclusions.
 
For example:  Thomas is human.  (Human) 
Geranium is a plant.  (Plant) 
Humans are mortal.  (Mortal) 
From these statements we can deduce:
 
Human -4 Mortal, Thomas is mortal.
 
Human ---> NOT Plant, Thomas is not a Plant.
 
Plant > NOT Human, Geranium is not human.
 
However, we can not deduce:
 
Plant -4 NOT Human -÷ NOT Mortal
 
Rules:
 
Rules are basically IF .... THEN statements. They are most commonly used in Al.
 
For example:  Objects: Thomas, a_Geranium
 
IF Object is human THEN Object is mortal. 
Frames:
 
A Frame provides a structural representation of useful relationships between objects
 
or classes of objects.  It is a collection of attributes and associated values.
 
For example:  Human  isa:  Living object
 
is:  mortal 
has: intelligence 
Male Person isa:  Human 
sex: male 22 
(Semantic) Networks:
 
A (Semantic) Network is a graph with nodes and arcs. The nodes represent objects
 
and the arcs the respective binary relationship. For example: see Figure 4.
 
Living Object 
mortal  intelligence 
Figure 4:
 
Semantic Network example
 
3.3.2.2 Searching for "a Best" Solution 
In order to apply the knowledge we represent in our system we also need to 
provide a control mechanism which determines what is to be done next. More precisely, 
which rule to apply next. This is were search strategies come into the picture. Search 
strategies can be divided into two major groups: direct search and heuristics. (Rich and 
Knight, 1991) 
Direct search: 
State space search: searching the state space for a problem solution, not very 
intelligent (exhaustive search), forward chaining (data driven) or backward 
chaining (goal driven) 
Breadth-First search: when a state is examined, all of its siblings are 
examined before any of its descendents, reduces search effort, control 
strategy to enhance state space search 23 
Depth-First search: when a state is examined, all of its children and their 
descendents are examined before any of its siblings, reduces search effort, 
control strategy to enhance state space search 
Heuristics:
 
To further enhance the search, in order to add intelligence, heuristics can be used.
 
Search time can be reduced, but the heuristic has to be verified.  It can be a good or
 
bad heuristic. Some heuristics will cause the best, or obviously better, solution not
 
to be found. Heuristics can be seen as a search guide which "hopefully" identifies
 
the paths which are potentially better than others. Most problems in the Al field are
 
too complex to be solved only with the previously mentioned direct search methods.
 
A combination of direct search and heuristics seems more appropriate.
 
Heuristics are of special interest for the presented research when it comes to 
automated reasoning. A heuristic needs to be developed which automatically interprets 
the simulation output and initiates the respective changes in the model. 
3.3.2.3 Inference Engine 
The inference engine must be a correct implementation of sound reasoning.  It 
will not produce wrong solutions when based on valid knowledge and data (Kaemmerer: 
see Kusiak, 1989, pg. 1-17). The search control mechanism mentioned above are 
inferencing mechanisms which can be applied for simulation. 
However, in simulation, the inference engine will not merely apply the knowledge 
provided in the KB, but also check the system status. The current state of machines, 
queues, etc. will also influence an intelligent decision. Along this line, looking ahead 
(predicting the future status) can further increase the quality of an intelligent solution. 
Within simulation, another requirement is posed on the inference engine (this is 
also the case for ES). As the simulation process will require many intelligent decision 
steps in isolation from human interference, the inference engine can not be allowed to 
get stuck or confused. Safeguards, e.g. defaults, must be installed to avoid problems. 24 
3.3.3 Artificial Intelligence and Object Oriented Programming 
The basic concepts of OOP and their advantages were discussed earlier. 
Increased requirements in terms of modularity, reusability, and maintainability within Al 
have lead to a particular interest in object oriented programming. Not only is the 00 
approach attractive for KBS's, e. g. through knowledge objects (Kusiak and Wang: see 
Dong, 1994, pg. 173-192), by enhancing flexibility and efficiency, going one step further 
we will find that Al can be easily introduced when using these representation schemes. 
OOP has been of major interest for implementing Al as we can tell from recent research 
papers, for example Moser (1986), Zeigler (1987), Huq (1994), Raghav, Sridhar and 
Narain (1994), and Basnett and Mize (1995). Maybe the most recent focus of 
combining Al and OOP is the use of Intelligent Agent Objects as we can find it in Norrie 
and Kwok (1992). 
3.3.4 Artificial Intelligence Use in Simulation 
Many of the previously mentioned research studies are concerned with Al in 
simulation, or more precisely, how simulation can be enhanced by Al to handle the 
needs of modern manufacturing. The "why?" and "how?" of this relationship has been 
clearly answered during the previous discussions. 
3.3.5 Recent Applications in Simulation 
Three research papers need a detailed discussion. Due to their direct relation to 
this research, they are good examples for what is going on in most studies of this field. 
They show existing approaches of combining simulation (discrete event), AI, and OOP. 
Some apparent differences in the solutions provide advantages over others, depending 
on how one wants to use simulation. In other words, they offer a different scope of use. 
One interesting aspect in combining these particular articles were the different 
backgrounds of the authors.  It shows the broad range of possible applications of 
Artificial Intelligence (especially together with Object Oriented Programming) for 
manufacturing. Despite the different backgrounds and different interests in the 
simulation, they seem to come up with closely related solutions. 25 
3.3.5.1 Zeigler (1987) 
Bernhard P. Zeigler from the Computer Engineering Department at the University 
of Arizona has done most of his research in the fields of "distributed simulation and 
knowledge-based modeling methodology" and "Knowledge-based concepts from the 
field of Artificial Intelligence". His article "Hierarchical, modular discrete-event modeling 
in an object-oriented environment" offers a reusable basis for enhanced simulation. The 
environment described "realizes the DEVS formalism" he developed back in 1984. 
(DEVS stands for Discrete Event System.) The paper is divided into three sections: 
- review of modularity concepts and hierarchical model constructions 
- development of a "pseudo-code" for hierarchical, modular DEVS specification 
- brief description of the DEVS-Scheme environment 
He explains general features of an object oriented environment and how they have been 
implemented for his DEVS-Scheme. 
a) Modularity and Hierarchical Modeling 
A and B are models in the model base. 
MODEL BASE- If their description is done in a proper 
AB 
modular form a new model AB can be 
inr 
created. This is done by specifying the 
interfaces between A, B, and the 
COUPLING. 
MODEL BASE 
External input. AB .n 
y External output B out 
Internal.  A out  B 
A in 
AB.out  environment. Zeigler uses the term 
coupling for this interface design, where 
out 
input and output ports are to be 
out	  AB  connected. Now AB itself represents a COUPLING 
model in modular form, thus can be 
A B 
Composition tree	  reused for further coupling. This way a 
hierarchical structure of models can be 
created. 
Figure 5: 
Model base concepts (Zeigler) 26 
b) Discrete-Event Modeling 
As mentioned before, models (or modules) possess input and output ports. 
They are used for interaction/communication with the environment, e.g. other models. 
In the discrete-event case when the environment is changing, values appear at the input 
ports. The model now has to be able to respond to them in some fashion. Internal 
events, for example, triggered by an environment event also change the state of the 
system and are indicated by values that appear at the output ports. These values are 
transmitted to other components (transmission defined by coupling). 
To demonstrate this principle, Zeigler provided a short example pseudo-code in 
the form "when x received on input port p  "  The pseudo-code also made use of two 
variables: e=elapse time, G=time left in current state. These stand for values appearing 
at the input and output ports of the components and assure modularity. 
c) The DEVS-Scheme 
ENTITIES  1st  Basic facilities/methods: 
111  mk-ent = make entity: ENTITY  mk-enc 
destroy
 
shoss -class	  makes an entity and
nameentity 
places it in the list of 
PROCESSOR	  members of the 
MODEL	  processor
 
parent  des-comoonent
  respective class. wind  orne-oi-nest-es ent 
make-copy 
destroy = destroy entity: 
SIMULATOR COUPLED-MODEL  CO-ORDINATOR  removes an entity from
ATOMIC-MODEL
 
chi ldren  -c hild
 
receivers  wait-list
 int-transfn	  the list of members. 
eat -trap fn  influencees 
outputfn  translate 
time-advancen  ROOT-CO-ORDINATOR  name = name of entity: 
clock
SPEC MODEL  every entity has a name
 
BROADCAST-MODEL  DIGRAPH-MODEL  assigned to it upon
 
out -in-coup	  composition-tree  creation.  It can be 
influence.graph 
accessed using the 
method get-name. 
Figure 6: 
The class inheritance structure of the DEVS-Scheme (Zeigler) 27 
Zeigler developed a formalism to define atomic models within the system. The 
structure he uses is as follows:  M = <X,S,Y, Sint next' 2, I' 
X:  set of external input event types, where x=(p,v) signals the appearance of value 
v at port p 
S:  sequential state set 
Y:  set of external event types generated as output, where y=(p,v) signals the 
sending of value v to output port p. 
hint /text: internal/external transition function, causing transition to next state based on 
internal/external events 
t:  "time-advance" function 
Simulation is done by the Processor entities. Simulator and Co-ordinator handle 
atomic models and coupled models in a "one-to-one" fashion. The Root-Co-ordinator 
manages the overall simulation. 
Simulation is performed by messages which get passed between the processors. 
These messages carry information about internal and external events, and data needed 
for synchronization purposes. 
3.3.5.2 Norrie and Kwok (1992) 
D. Norrie and A. Kwok are from the Division of Manufacturing Engineering at the 
University of Calgary. The article "Intelligent Agent Simulation of an Automated Guided 
Vehicle System" presents two systems which perform the simulation of AGV's. One is 
based on a rule based object associated with a "production-rules knowledge base" using 
an object oriented environment. The other, which they describe as more advanced, is 
based on the Intelligent Agent Object (IA0). As in Zeigler's Paper we can find a three 
divided structure in the article: 
Intelligent Agent Structures (IAS)/ Object-Oriented IAS (OOIAS) an overview 
- The first	  Rule-Based-Object - approach 
The second  Intelligent Agent Object (IA0)  approach 
a) IAS and OOIAS 
"An IAS is concerned with the co-operative solution of problems by a 
decentralized group of agents. The agents may range from simple processing elements 
to complex entities involving rational behavior. The problem solving is co-operative in 28 
that mutual sharing of information is necessary to allow the group as a whole to produce 
a solution. The group of agents is decentralized in that both control and data are 
logically and often geographically distributed." 
Norrie and Kwok also describe three better known models used in IAS: 
Blackboard System, Contract Net, and Actor System which will not be discussed further 
here. 
b) Modular Intelligent Agent System (MIAS) 
The Rule-Based-Object (early 1989, Stanford University) has been implemented 
in Smalltalk-80. Each Rule-Based-Object has the standard features of a Smalltalk 
object (inheritance, dynamic binding, data abstraction, etc.) plus an "associated 
production-rule knowledge base". The system also has objects of the standard type. 
(Both represent the lowest level of entities in the system.) Higher level groupings based 
on these "modulon entities" represent the base of the MIAS architecture. 
In the AGV simulation the needed rule knowledge base was incorporated within 
each Rule-Based-Object. Thus each object has the information on how to act or react. 
The objects are Intelligent Agents. To avoid multiple storage of the rule based 
knowledge, the code can be either inherited or be stored in a separate, but associated 
object (=knowledge base). 
In a very simple prototype simulation by Norrie/Kwok, including two AGV's, both 
AGV's would head for the load destination.  If the first reaches the loading station the 
other is released from the job. Not a very sophisticated system. The second is wasting 
time on a job it does not perform at the end. However, it demonstrated the usefulness 
of the object oriented rule-base approach. 
It would be nice to have an AGV (Intelligent Agent) that looks ahead. In other 
words, checks its future schedule, optimizes it, and compares with those of other AGV's. 
This way a higher level of intelligence could be achieved. 29 
c) Intelligent Agent Objects (IA0) 
For this simulation another approach Message Inferencing  has been applied. 
The Rule-Based-Object has been enhanced to become a IAO. 
Norrie/Kwok: "Under the guidance of a Messenger Manager, a Knowledge Base 
(KB) rule in an IA0 triggers the creation of a Messenger Object to trace the needed 
premise or conclusion in whichever other agent KB rule it may be." 
In other words, the IA0 is sending out a Messenger Object to check the 
environment/rules. For example it communicates with other IA0 to find out about their 
conclusions and states. A further improvement was achieved by implementing the 
Gemstone Database (as KB) which allows multiple access, thus allowing a distributed 
system. 
d) The MIAS Distributed AGV Simulation System 
Previously an AGV was represented by a single, very complex, agent. At this 
point Norrie and Kwok suggested to build the simulation AGV from two agents, since the 
AGV control actually has two main tasks to perform: 
routing and dispatching > determines the performance of the system 
- traffic management and collision avoidance > safety 
The modulon entities are also able to meet this requirement. Take two modulon 
(agent) entities and specialize each on one given task. Norrie/Kwok call these two (now 
different) agents K-agent and B-agent. The K-agent actually represents a "Distributed 
problem solving agent" = a knowledge based entity to control the system. The B-agent 
was decided to be an "Autonomous agent" = a behavior based agent (perception, 
communication, and decision making capabilities) to solve local traffic problems. 30 
Figure 7: 
Illustration of interaction between AGV agents (Norrie and Kwok) 
K-agent duties: 
- decision: what to do next (scheduling, production rules)
 
activate B agent
 
The authors list the following functions needed to perform this tasks: 
Least Time Path (Path agent) 
Plan Generation (proposed to other K-agents > "agreement") 
- Time Lost Estimation 
- Priority Gradients Handling 
- Interaction Control 
B-agent duties: 
- determine traffic pattern within given time frame 
- report to K-agent on its status 31 
Although under order of the K-agent, the B-agent has some freedom/flexibility 
when it comes to local traffic problems. This is necessary to assure traffic safety within 
an environment that is constantly changing (e.g. other AGV's). 
The final simulation system contains several more agents and objects. Some of 
which have not been previously discussed. A short introduction is given: 
- Path agent: "knows" about layout of the environment, calculates shortest path, 
functions as a globally accessible data base (K- and B-agents use it!) 
- Part agent:  represents a part, requests service from AGV agent 
- Queue agent: represents a queue of parts (input and output queues), can 
generate priorities to communicate their status to the AGV agents 
- Simulation Mgmt. objects:  provide management of events and data collection 
e) Summary 
An Intelligent Agent Architecture was developed to simulate AGV's within a 
manufacturing system. Rule-Based-Objects within an Object-Oriented-Environment 
were designed to represent the IA and provide the desired flexibility. Using a group of 
specialized agents which communicate to solve given tasks, rather than having one 
complex agent, provides a more simplified and also more flexible approach. 
3.3.5.3 Huq (1994) 
Ziaul Huq, College of Business Administration at the University of Nebraska, 
uses an object oriented data structure to provide "a framework for comparing job shop 
control policies through simulation analysis". In his article "A Process Oriented 
Manufacturing System to Measure the Effect of Shop Control Factors" he developed a 
process based simulation model that allows to specify work stations and job types on 
which different production policies, e.g. FCFS, are applied. His results and conclusions 
in terms of inventory and job shop policies are not the focus of this report and are mostly 
left out. 32 
The core sections of this paper are: 
- Performance Measures (general introduction) 
- Simulation Model Logic 
- Model Validation and Test Results 
Huq: "The suggested model is a generic shop control system simulation that 
allows for the specification of a wide variety of input parameters. The simulation model's 
flexibility allows specification of any number of work stations and job types. The model 
can accommodate both static and dynamic job processing schemes. The model is well 
suited for testing relative performance of alternative shop control policies and provides a 
hierarchical procedure of selecting these rules." Despite the high flexibility Huq offers in 
terms of machine and job type modeling, his system can solely be used to compare 
shop control policies, as Norrie's & Kwok's solution was only concerned with AGV 
control simulation. 
a) Performance Measures 
This chapter has no direct meaning for Al in general, but covers some basic 
performance measures that are to be installed in the object oriented environment. 
For control reasons, inventory was split into three different categories: 
- jobs in the system which have not yet begun processing (NREADY) 
- jobs in the system which have been partially processed (NWIP) 
- jobs (still) in the system which have been completed (NCOMP) 
Based on these the suggested performance measures are: 
time averaged inventory values (for each type of inventory) 
- average tardiness and proportion of tardy jobs 
This breakdown of inventory allows Huq to specify the location of jobs in the 
system, thus can be used for evaluating the performance of the modeled system. 
For example: 
- a procedure has the tendency to increase NCOMP
 
> not desired, since job achieved maximum value
 
- WIP (NWIP) is a measure of flow in the system 33 
b) Simulation Model Logic 
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Figure 8: 
Simulation Model Structure (Huq) 
Figure 8 represents an overview of the simulation model structure (written in 
SIMSCRIPT 11.5). The job shop is modeled in a discrete-event fashion, describing the 
life cycle of batch jobs through the manufacturing system. Machines are resources 
which get service requests from the jobs (parts/batches). Where each batch job is an 
instance of the process JobOrder. SIMSCRIPT 11.5 library routines are used to 
represent the statistical data (arrival rates, process time distributions, etc.) needed. 34 
Process Job.Orda describes the 
life cycle of a batch of jobs 
Every Job.Type has 
a lt.lv(can.Scrviee.Time, 
a JI.Num.Tasks. 
a Jilnitial.Value, 
a Jt.Completed.Valuc 
and owns 
a Machinc.List 
Permanent 
Entities 
Job Routing through Machine.list 
Every Job.Order has
 
a Job.Order Priority,
 
a Rernaining.Preeessing,
 
a Due.Datc Parameter,
 
a Jb.Order.Typc
 
and owns
 
a Job.Set
 
Job Orders consist 
of jobs 
Every Job has 
a Jb.Type, a lb.Total.Time, 
a Jb.pue.Darea Jb. Total. Value 
a lb.Arrival.Time, 
a Jb.Complction. Time, 
a Jb.Tardincss, a Jb.Earliness 
and can belong to 
a Prcshop.File, a BacklogYile, 
a lb.Sct, a Completed.Inventory 
Jobs consist 
of tasks 
Every Tssk has 
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a Tk.Setup.Time, 
a TI.Value, 
a Tk.Proccssing.Time 
and ran 1-elong to
 
a Machine.List
 
Temporary
 
Entities
 
Figure 9:
 
Job attributes and their relationships (Huq)
 
Figure 9 outlines the object oriented data structure of the system. The 
process/routine implementation runs as follows: 
- Routine Initialization activates the process ShopManager. 
- The ShopManager	  i) controls the activities in the shop
 
ii) uses the JobsToBacklogFile process to:
 35 
- activate the process Job Order 
keep track of finished goods 
iii) uses the InventoryShipmentRules routine to remove 
completed jobs from the system 
- The process Job Order controls the movement of jobs through the system once 
they are released. 
Other routines and processes are considered standard by the author for any job 
shop simulation and are not further discussed. 
c) Model Validation and Test Results 
Huq is very concerned about the accuracy of his model. He uses several 
mathematical models, like steady state conditions and statistical tests, to verify his 
simulation results. But this is of minor interest for the report. 
Some of the dispatching rules he tested on an example job shop (23 m/c and 
workers, 42 different parts, and various raw mat.) were: FCFS (Random), SPT (Static), 
EDD(Static), MINSLK (Dynamic) 
Influences of control aspects of a job shop were simulated using a process 
based simulation model implemented in an object oriented environment. The system 
can be seen as an Intelligent Agent similar to the rule-based approaches previously 
discussed. 
The model also incorporates a hierarchical procedure by dividing the process 
into two phases: (Thus adding a level of intelligence!) 
- 1st phase: screening procedure to sort out factors that have no significant affect 
on the performance of the modeled job shop 
- 2nd phase: detailed experiments to determine the best combination of factors 36 
3.4 Review Summary 
It was clearly shown that simulation, Al and OOP do fit together and enable the 
developer to create a powerful tool for the analysis of and decision making in 
manufacturing systems. 
3.4.1 Drawbacks of Recent Approaches 
All research papers investigated (including the latter three) show that solutions 
were pursued for very specific problems. None of them provided a basic concept and 
implementation that allowed the user to reuse and easily extend the system to solve 
further problems. Preferably, the offered system should enable the user to use the 
basic construct and add his/her domain of interest (within the limits of manufacturing). 
The system could be seen as a shell which is already partially filled with some 
applications, but still leaves room for more elements and further extension. When going 
over the referenced research papers, two seemed to fulfill this desirable feature at first 
glance, but at the end could not live up to the formulated expectation. 
The first one by Moser (1986) shows a very complex integration of ES's and 
simulation (Figure 10a + 10b). His main objective was to make the advantages of 
simulation available to non-experts. By using a so-called ES shell (EXSYS) it appears 
that adding additional knowledge (or knowledge domains) should be fairly easy. 
However, he does not state how the inferencing engine is able to cope with new 
knowledge domains. As the ES shell is not based on a OOP language (written in 
Fortran-77) reusability, modifiability, and reliability are questionable issues. Where the 
flexibility (reuse, easy modification, and extension) of knowledge is still given to some 
extent, his simulation model (also written in Fortran-77) is limited on all these aspects. 37 
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The second by Zeigler (1987) was described in section 3.3.5. His plus in 
comparison to Moser is the use of OOP. His simulation modules (Entities) seems to be 
a very general and flexible way of representing manufacturing system components 
(Models). Unfortunately, he does not give much information about how intelligence is 
added to the system. Intelligent functions are built in by a macro definition facility.  It 
seems to require the modeler to write and link the macros to the respective model 
elements each time. This interpretation seems to be true, as he admits that his DEVS­38 
Scheme does not have built-in inferencing capabilities. As discussed earlier, inferencing 
is an important part and has strong influence on the quality of intelligence. 
3.4.2 Open Problems/Research Areas 
Many problem areas in manufacturing have been targeted during the recent 
years using advanced simulation and Al. Many more, material release, maintenance 
scheduling and flexible part routing for example, are still open for improvement. 
Due to its nature, OOP stimulated efforts to develop systems which not only 
solve one particular problem, but provide the capability for reuse for other research 
areas. However, it seems that no system up till now is able to provide the necessary 
flexibility, modifiability and extendibility to provide a basic platform for others to build on 
when it comes to simulation of manufacturing systems. 39 
4. RESEARCH SCOPE AND ASSUMPTIONS 
This chapter describes the research scope and limitations which were necessary 
to result in a feasible study in the given time frame. 
4.1 Scope 
The scope encompasses the design of a general Artificial Intelligence Platform 
using Intelligent Agent Objects which perform automated simulation output analysis, and 
the implementation of two key areas sequencing and material release - in the 
developed architecture. 
4.2 Assumptions 
The architecture was added on to the simulation environment developed by 
Beaumariage (1990) in Smalltalk N. The extended version, including conveyors (You, 
1993) and AGV's (Wang, 1995) was used for the implementation Thus, most 
assumptions and limitations made by Beaumariage, You, and Wang concerning the 
simulation environment apply, too. Conveyors are not part of the analysis due to 
limitations in the pre-existing code. Due to their nature (rigid model definition structure 
and provided statistical data collection) AGV Systems are also left out of the analysis. 
The level of intelligence of the system is kept low (knowledge), since the purpose 
was to develop a basic platform, not a solution to all the problems which might be solved 
by using possible add-ons to the platform.  It is a first step towards intelligent simulation, 
thus, developing a heuristic for output analysis and establishing communication means 
and relationships between the different elements in the system were the main concern. 40 
As far as modeling by the user is concerned, the following are of importance to 
insure proper performance of the system: 
Unique identifiers (names) for objects in the system have to be chosen. 
A model has to be specified either in the old "non-intelligent" way or the 
newly developed intelligent structure. No mix is allowed. 
The user needs to specify certain measures on which the analysis of the 
performance will be based. 
When making changes to the model, the system assumes that the facility of 
concern will accommodate additional equipment and that there is a market potential for 
more orders. 41 
5. SPECIFIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
The goal of the research was to augment a simulation environment such that 
manufacturing policies can be represented and inference on a simulation model can be 
performed with the aim to improve the performance of the model. 
The architecture enables automated multiple simulation runs with comparison of 
results and decision making based on the model performance. This requires two types 
of intelligence (with respect to the model): 
- Within the model: a scheme that enables the application of policies within the 
simulation model (during runs). 
Outside the model: a scheme for automated analysis of simulation results 
and consequent changes to the model. 
Both schemes need to have access to a knowledge base to perform the desired 
tasks. Thus, a knowledge representation scheme was also implemented. In addition, it 
was necessary to develop a structure which provides the simulation results to the 
automated analysis scheme. The previous approach of storing simulation data within 
the simulation environment was not suitable for inferencing. 
As a secondary consideration, it is desirable to provide methods which do not 
excessively increase the effort for system modeling. Easy modification and extendibility 
of the architecture is another point that will be kept in mind. The problem is that 
flexibility of the system can not really be measured. How flexible the system is depends 
on how flexible it turns out to be when actually reused  in the future. One can hardly 
consider all possible future uses. Thus, the most important issue is to apply the known 
standards and concepts of OOP and keep potential future research in mind. 42 
The following measures were applied in order to check if the objectives have 
been met: 
Table 5:
 
Objectives and measures
 
Objective  Measure 
inference within simulation  Verify and validate that the computer code 
model  executes as intended and delivers the expected 
results. 
inference outside the  Several case studies were performed and 
model  changes in performance measures were 
assessed. 
Due to the limitations set by the simulation environment, which is concerned with 
traditional manufacturing simulation (shop floor control, scheduling) and does not 
support modeling of inspection, quality aspects, flexible routing, etc., the intelligent 
architecture does not cover these issues at this point. The general nature of the 
proposed system allows future research to address these aspects which are of great 
interest for manufacturing. 
The required steps (previous and future) and a rough time table for the study are given 
below: 
1.  learn OOP, Smalltalk N (ongoing process of improving programming skills) 
2.  Identify research field 
3.  gather information (articles, etc.) 
4.  narrow down research area 
5.  In-depth literature review 
6.  Specify research topic 
7.  Research proposal 43 
8.  Conceptual design, IA0 Architecture 
9.  Understand existing simulation environment 
10. Minor programming experiments with existing system and recent findings 
11. Implement IAA 
12. implement material release & dispatching 
13. Evaluation 
14. Verify & validate (case study) 
1  I -
2 - 3
 
4
 
5  E 6 
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6. RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
In order to achieve the outlined goals and objectives described in the previous 
chapter, an ordered sequence of steps needed to be identified and carried out. The 
following is a list of these steps which are also reflected in the succeeding chapters. 
Step 1	  Overall Conceptual Design (OCD) 
1.1	  Identify the necessary components and functions. 
1.2	  Identify the necessary communication / data exchange. 
1.3	  Model the architecture based on these findings and provide a graphical 
representation for better understanding. 
Step 2	  Detailing and Implementation of the OCD 
(repeat the following steps for each of the components previously identified) 
2.1	  Develop a more detailed concept of the component, considering the 
existing simulation environment (modifications?) and the OOP 
environment (Smalltalk objects, OOP concepts). 
2.2	  Implement the concept in the Smalltalk environment, develop the 
required class structures, methods, and interfaces with existing 
components. 
2.3	  Verify that the computer code executes as intended. 
2.4	  Validate that the achieved output / results reflect the anticipated outcome 
from the real world. 
Step 3 System Performance 
Use the results from Step 2 (2.3 and 2.4 in particular) to show the system 
performance and benefits. If necessary, conduct more case studies. 
Step 4 Future Research 
Identify possible future research in the field of manufacturing simulation and 
give directions on how the developed environment could be (re-) used for the 
benefit of these potential studies. 45 
7. OVERALL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN (OCD) 
The goal of the research was to develop a conceptual architecture to augment 
Beaumariage's simulation environment (1990) such that manufacturing policies can be 
represented and inferencing on a simulation model can be performed with the aim to 
analyze and improve the performance of the system model. 
This chapter and the following ones frequently refer to object, class, and instance 
names which were defined by Beaumariage (1990). For example, "Sim Object" is the 
highest class in the simulation environment implementation.  It is often used when 
referring to an object in the simulation system in general. Another example would be 
"Queue Object", which is the name of the class used for modeling queues. Since this 
paper does not include a discussion of Beaumariage's work in general, it might be 
necessary to look up some of the terms in his referenced work. However, due to the 
programming culture in OOP most terms are self explanatory and will not require a prior 
knowledge of the simulation environment. A detailed presentation of the different 
components of Beaumariage's work is beyond this report. 
7.1 Components, Functions 
Automated multiple simulation runs with comparison of results and decision 
making based on the model performance is the central part of the architecture. The two 
types of intelligence (identified earlier) required are: 
i)  Within the model: a scheme that enables the application of policies within the 
simulation model (during runs). 
ii) Outside the model: a scheme for automated analysis of simulation results 
and consequent changes on the model. 
The inside scheme has a smaller scope, providing decision making capabilities 
during the simulation runs. For example, if a machine is ready to work on the next part, 
the queue in front of the machine needs to figure out which part to send to the machine 
next, based on the current policy. At different objects in the model a different policy may 46 
be used. The different policies used in the same model configuration together are called 
a "set of policies". The outside scheme does not influence the performance of the inside 
scheme, it only triggers the change in the model to evaluate a new set of policies.  It 
also triggers structural changes, like adding machine capacity, on the model. These 
structural changes are based on the result evaluation. 
Additionally, a scheme representing the simulation results was needed. The 
original approach (Beaumariage, 1990) of storing simulation data within the simulation 
environment was not suitable for access by the intelligent schemes. 
Thus, four components, including the simulation environment were identified: 
i) the Simulation Environment (modified) 
ii) the Simulation Result Scheme 
iii) the Inferencing Mechanism 
iv) the Knowledge Base. 
Figure 12 shows the components and communication between the components 
at the highest level. The dashed line indicates the scope of the IA Architecture within 
the environment. Note that it reaches part of the Simulation Environment and the 
Simulation Result Scheme. Both elements, although theoretically outside the intelligent 
system, need to be able to communicate with the elements providing the intelligence. 
Communication (or data flow) is indicated by arrows. 
IA Architecture 
Simulation 
Environment 
(modified) 
Figure 12:
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7.2 Communication / Data Exchange 
Figure 13 shows the concepts which will perform the required tasks for the 
different elements and identifies the data transfers. The Simulation Objects are readily 
available in the simulation environment (Beaumariage, 1990). However, for the 
intelligent implementation additional methods (modification of existing methods) will be 
necessary. The simulation output stored in the Simulation Objects will be retrieved and 
stored in Frames for further processing (output analysis). 
As the simulation environment is extended, reuse of existing Frames and the 
addition of new (independent) Frames makes the system highly flexible. The OOP 
environment in which the Simulation Objects are implemented (SmalltalkN) also 
appears to be very suitable for the planned implementation of the Frame structure. 
Rule-Based Knowledge Objects and Heuristics and Search Algorithms represent 
the core of the intelligent scheme. Knowledge Objects (KO) are objects which have 
knowledge (rules and data structures) about a particular domain, e. g. material release. 
When analyzing the simulation output, the Heuristics and Search Algorithms access 
these knowledge objects to identify possible improvements. If a potential improvement 
is identified, a structural change on the model - or more specific, on the affected 
Simulation Objects - is performed and a new set of simulation runs initiated. The new 
simulation output will then be analyzed. 
IA Architecture 
policy change  Rule-Based 
Simulation Model  Knowledge Objects 
S 
simulation  Heuristics & Search 
results  Algorithms 410 
E O 
Figure 13:
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Besides the structural changes on the model, we might also be able to improve 
the model performance by changing internal policies, like priority / sequencing rules for 
production. These changes need to take effect directly during the simulation run (within 
the system), since the decision is depending on the current state of the system. Thus, 
Simulation Objects need to be able to access the "policy part" of the knowledge base. 
Communication at this level will be performed by Intelligent Agent Objects (IA0), similar 
to the application for AGV simulation by Norrie and Kwok (1992). 
7.3 The Architecture Concept 
Figure 14 shows a more detailed picture of the development, including the 
boundaries of the two intelligent schemes (within and outside), mentioned earlier.  It also 
reveals how the IA0 are used. Each Simulation Object has its own - hooked up - IA0 
which is sent out to retrieve the necessary information (or already prepared decision) on 
what to do next. 
Scheme within 
the system  RulesBased 
Knowledge Objects 
deds0^ 
Scheme outside 
the system 
* Some situations might be easily resolved by a change in policy and do not require a structural
 
change from the outside. This type of decision is based on knowledge which was deduced
 
from the simulation results rather than from the domain knowledge.
 
Figure 14: 
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Suggested improvements have to be reasonable. We do not want to make 
changes which go far beyond what can be done in the real system. Thus, the user 
needs to be able to define desired values for measures which are supported by the 
simulation environment. These desired measure values then become part of the 
knowledge base. In turn, these measures are used to identify when the automated 
simulation should be terminated (goal reached). Another situation that would lead to the 
termination of the automated simulation occurs when the user has set the goal too high 
and it can not be reached, based on the provided knowledge. In this case a hopefully 
close, but limited solution is proposed and identified as such. Figure 15 presents a 
rough representation of the different steps involved in the process. 
initial model  measures 
n simulation runs 
I
 
pooled simulation
 
result
 
1 
I 
analyze pooled  proposed solution
simulation result 
n 
identify potentially  limited solution
better model 
Figure 15: 
Automated simulation sequence 
Examples for measures which are supported by the current simulation
 
environment are: throughput, server utilization and processing time statistics, queue
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length and time in queue statistics, time in system statistics, and (most recently 
introduced by the author of this study) due date statistics. Going back to the two 
proposed areas of application (sequencing and material release) these measures 
provide a good basis to identify improvement. But the current measures do not 
represent complete coverage of the metric space. As knowledge is added to the 
system, it would also be possible to add appropriate measures. 
In order to provide statistically valid data, several simulation runs need to be 
carried out for each scenario. The collected statistics for each run then get "pooled" 
which means the average is calculated for most of them, .e.g. average utilization 
becomes average of the average utilization. Standard deviation values, however, need 
to be combined in a slightly different manner pooled estimators have to be calculated. 
Once the measures are satisfied against targets, the automated simulation run 
can be terminated and the results presented. Recall that we are not looking for an 
optimal solution, but for a better solution. In most cases, it very likely will turn out that 
we can not reach all desired measure values. That makes it necessary for us to check 
if, with the available knowledge, further potential improvements can be made. If not, the 
simulation also needs to be terminated and a proposed solution (or several close 
solutions) presented. At the current state - low knowledge level, simple rules - not all 
measures (listed earlier) can be considered in the output analysis. Interdependencies 
between the performance levels for different measures would require a much higher 
level of knowledge, as well as knowledge about conflict resolution. Conflict resolution 
itself is a big research area which has not been thoroughly studied yet. Thus, no prior 
knowledge was available for implementation. 
A decision needed to be made: Two measures which do not cause too much 
conflict between them and most likely will provide decent performance along the other 
measures had to be chosen for the analysis part. Server utilization and throughput, 
considered among the most important performance measures, were identified to have 
these characteristics. Both are also related to the planned implementation of knowledge 
in the area of sequencing and material release. Based on these facts we decided to go 
with these two measures. 51 
7.3.1 The Simulation Environment (modified) 
Necessary modifications on the simulation environment came from three 
different angles (Figure 16).  First, the interfacing with the simulation result scheme. 
This required methods which provide access to the stored simulation data (model and 
collected statistics) for the result scheme. The second set of modifications, or 
extensions, involved add on capabilities which were needed to perform the structural 
changes identified. The structural changes are provided to the simulation environment, 
including information identifying the particular object that has to change, the suggested 
change, and parameters which further define the change. The final execution of the 
change then needs to be performed within the simulation environment. The third and 
final set of modifications was concerned with the access to policies in the knowledge 
base. In order to equip simulation objects with access to knowledge based decision 
making during execution, Intelligent Agent Objects (IA0s) and user defined intelligence 
levels are provided. Being part of a simulation object, 1A0s know which domain of 
knowledge (e. g. Queue Domain having knowledge about queue related decisions) and 
which intelligence level apply for its associated simulation object. They are sent out to 
acquire knowledge or decisions whenever it is required. In other words, 1A0s are sent 
out to seek the answer to a question in the respective part of the knowledge base. 
decision olicy 
Analysis Heuristics 
Result Scheme 
Figure 16:
 
The Simulation Model element
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7.3.2 The Simulation Result Scheme 
Storing the simulation results in a suitable fashion for inferencing is the purpose 
of this element. The data that had to be accommodated is rather rigid in structure. For 
example, a Queue Object will always have time in queue statistics, queue length 
statistics, etc.. Direct access to each of the data parts has been an important issue, too. 
Higher dimension data structures make search more difficult and may hide information 
from inexperienced people who try to extend / reuse the system. Thus, we decided to 
use a frame structure for storing simulation data. More rigid in structure than Networks, 
for example, but more transparent, it seemed to be the best choice. For each 
Sim Object a frame had to be developed fitting its particular data structure. Frames for a 
particular scenario get grouped together and those frame groups again are grouped for 
a particular project (Figure 17). 
Simulation Model 
.  Analysis 
Heuristics 
Figure 17: 
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7.3.3 The Heuristics and Search Scheme 
The Heuristic and Search Scheme is, without doubt, the center piece of the 
developed architecture.  It interacts with each of the other elements (Figure 18) and 
plays a major role in the performance of the system.  It also starts and terminates the 
automated simulation. 
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Figure 18: 
The Heuristics and Search element 
Traditional search strategies as discussed in the literature review (depth first 
search and breadth first search) are not suitable for simulation, because the outcome of 
a change in the model, and thus the succeeding state of the system, can not be 
predicted.  If it could be, we would not need to simulate in the first place. A heuristic had 
to be developed which would drive the system towards meeting the target measure of 
performance values. 
The developed search heuristic is divided into several steps (Figures 19 - 22). 
The sequence of steps is important, since the criteria at each step need to be satisfied 
before we can go to the next step, e. g. before we analyze performance, the system 
needs to be in steady state, otherwise the data is not useful. 54 
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The three main steps  steady state behavior, performance analysis, changing 
(internal) policies  are presented in Figure 19. We decided to introduce the policy 
changes at the end, in order to reduce simulation time.  In most cases, going back to the 
initial model and changing the policies means going through similar steps again, e. g. 55 
achieving steady state.  It turned out to be much more efficient to gain a robust model 
(steady state, possible structure) for one combination of policies and go from there for a 
new set of policies. This way, uncovered improvements are not lost and we get a model 
solution for each set of policies. However, not having knowledge about conflict 
resolution, again seemed to limit the analysis. As long as the switch to a different set of 
policies does not lead to a change on the structural side, the policies could be compared 
and the better policy be identified. As soon as a structural change takes place, there is 
no real basis for comparing performance between scenarios using different policies. A 
simple example makes this very clear: one scenario might have a better throughput than 
the other, but it also needs one machine more. How should the trade off be evaluated, 
the conflict resolved? Does the increased throughput justify the new machine? 
Analyzing steady state behavior itself had to be broken down into several 
different steps (Figure 20). For analyzing the data we decided to use hypothesis testing, 
as was already indicated in Figure 19. When checking "steady state" and "run time 
problems" the scenario is run for extended periods (Figure 21). The first set of extended 
runs is executed with a clearing of the statistics at the beginning and its pooled results 
then compared with the pooled results from the original runs.  If no change in the 
average values of the collected statistics occurs (hypothesis test) it is concluded that the 
current scenario has reached steady state and the heuristic proceeds with the analysis 
of the performance.  If the result indicates a change (average statistics), the reason for 
non-steady state behavior is investigated. Here the first step is to figure out if a bottle­
neck is the reason (a more thorough test with the same data). If yes, the respective 
structural change is suggested. In case no bottleneck was found, the system performs a 
second extended set of runs without clearing the statistics and the pooled results are 
compared with the ones from the first extended run. At this point an assumption is 
made: the actual transient period occurs prior to the end of the original runs (t2). This 
allows us to draw a conclusion from the comparison (hypothesis test). No change in the 
average statistics indicates that the defined transient period (t1) needs to be extended 
(x0 should be increased).  It also tells us that the assumption was correct.  If a change is 
detected, the run time (t2) needs to be extended (x1 should be increased). In case the 
assumption we made was wrong, the increase in x1 will eventually make it true and the 
real problem (transient period too short) will be detected and fixed. 56 
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Once the model has reached steady state, the performance can be analyzed 
and comparisons with the user specified measure levels be conducted (Figure 22). 
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As the sequence of analyzed performance measures increases, more knowledge 
about conflict resolution will be necessary. The sequential structure of the analysis 
allows the addition of further steps without having to worry about previous outcomes. 
Priorities of measures are reflected in the order they get analyzed, since one step needs 
to be positively completed before the analysis proceeds to the next step. Otherwise, a 
change on the model is initiated. 
7.3.4 The Knowledge Base 
The knowledge base (KB) is divided into two parts (Figure 23). One part is for 
access by the outside scheme (output analysis), the other one is for access by the 
inside scheme (IA0s). The basic principles behind the knowledge base are rule based 
constructs and objects with knowledge (rules) about a certain area / domain. 
Analysis Heuristics 
Figure 23:
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The relationship between 1A0s and the policy part of the KB was discussed in 
section 7.3.1 and domain knowledge access for result analysis has been described in 
the previous section. For the final implementation of the outside scheme, decisions had 
to be made about what is considered knowledge and what is part of the heuristic. Since 
analyzing the data and searching for a better solution already requires some inherent 59 
knowledge, the border between KB and heuristic is blurred. For example, hypothesis 
testing can be seen as both, analysis and knowledge (how to perform it). 
Knowledge itself is available for multiple areas of manufacturing simulation and 
interpretation of simulation results. This study applies a small amount of knowledge to 
show that the system is actually capable of interpreting and improving simulation 
models. The areas, mentioned several times during previous discussions, of choice are 
summarized below: 
- sequencing rules for production (policies) 
- utilization levels (result interpretation) 
- throughput levels and material release are closely related (result interpretation) 60 
8. DETAILING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OCD 
8.1 The Simulation Environment (modified) 
To accommodate the intelligent agent architecture in the simulation environment 
(Sim Object class and subclasses), several additional methods  instance methods, if not 
stated otherwise - had to be provided and existing methods were modified. The 
changes came along with the development of the other elements in the system. Prior to 
these, an additional measure - due date statistics collection was added. Meeting due 
dates appeared to be a valuable measure which might find use for future extension of 
the intelligent scheme. Due dates are defined as time intervals "dt". A part is due dt 
time units after it entered the system (creation of the part). Together with the due date 
statistics collection for different parts, rather than work orders, time in system statistics 
collection for different parts was also added. Before, only the Terminator object 
collected time in system statistics, thus we either had to model a Terminator for each 
part flowing through the system or it was not possible to determine the time in system 
value for a particular part. To do so, the following changes were introduced: 
a) WorkFlowltem class 
Added instance variables:  - dueDate, stores due date of the part it represents. 
Added methods:  getDueDate, setDueDate. 
b) Terminator class 
Modified methods:  - entryWithPart: aWFI withCallingObj: cobj, triggers the 
collectStats: aWFlLabel wfiTIS: timeInSystem method, in 
order to collect statistics for particular parts. 
c) Work Order class 
Added instance variables:  - IistOfCPartsTlSStats, an OC of time in system 
statistics, observation based. 
- IistOfCPartsDueDateDev, an OC of due date statistics, 
observation based. 
- listOfCPartDueDates, an OC of due dates. 61 
Added methods:  - collectStats: aWFILabel wfiTIS: timeInSystem, collects time in 
system and due date statistics for a particular part, identified by 
aWFILabel. 
- addComponentWFl: aPart andSize: aSize andCWFlRouting: 
aRouting andCWFIDueDate: aDueDate, same as the original 
addComponentWFl: aPart andSize: aSize andCWFlRouting: 
aRouting method, with the addition of the due date specification. 
- additional method for accessing the new instance variables, 
e. g. getListOfTlSStats. 
Modified methods:	  - initialize, accommodate the initialization of the new instance 
variables. 
8.1.1 Modifications for the Simulation Result Scheme 
Several new methods and instance variables had to be provided to interface the 
simulation environment with the result presentation scheme. 
a) general (apply to most classes) 
Added methods:	  various get  methods to provide access to instance 
variables of SimObjects. 
getHiddenElements, returns elements from the model which are 
not directly accessible from the Calendar class 
listOfSystemElements instance, see also section 8.2.3. 
getModelInfo, returns routing information as a string. 
- returnFrame, returns the respective frame object to store the 
data, e.g. Queue Objects return a Queue Frame object. 
returnObjectHL, returns information about the Sim Object type 
for the headline of the print out of an associated frame, e.g. "a 
Delayer Object", a class method. 62 
b) Calendar class 
Added instance variables:  listOfCreators, an OC of WOCreator objects. 
Added methods:  - addToListOfCreators, adds a WOCreator to the listOfCreators. 
- getListOfCreators, returns the listOfCreators instance 
- getList0fAllElements, returns an OC of all elements in the 
listOfSystemElements plus the "hidden", not directly accessible 
ones, see also section 8.2.3. 
c)	  QueueObject class 
Added instance variables:  - atMC, pointer to the associated server. 
- id, stores a unique id label for the queue, generated 
from information about the queue and the associated 
server. 
- qNumber, stores the position (key) number of a queue 
in respect to the associated server. 
- type, stores a string defining the queue type, e. g. 
input, output, etc.. 
Added methods:	  - set  and get  methods for the above listed instance 
variables. 
d) RandomGenerator class (and subclasses) 
Added methods:  - asPrintString, returns the RandomGenerator setting as a 
string, e. g. "Normal(mu, sigma) ". 
e) Routing class 
Added methods:  - printResults: aWindow, triggers the print out of the routing 
operations stored in list0f0perations on aWindow. 
f)  RoutingOperation class 
Added methods:  - printResults: aWindow, performs the print out of information 
about the routing operation, e. g. server name, queue number. 
g) ObsTrackedNumber, TimeTrackedNumber class 
Added methods:  - resultNumbers, calculates the statistic results of the collection 
activity, builds these into an array and returns the array. 63 
8.1.2 Modifications for the Analysis Heuristic 
Two types of changes had to be made to accommodate the analysis portion of 
the system. Structural changes on the model need to be carried out by the Sim Objects 
themselves, the heuristic only suggests changes. In order to allow multiple runs and 
extended runs on a model scenario, several significant changes to the operation of the 
Calendar class had to be made as well as minor additions to several other classes. 
8.1.2.1 Enforcing Structural Changes 
Changes and additions were necessary to accommodate a reference to a user 
defined set of measure levels and to carryc out the suggested changes by the heuristic. 
a) general (apply to most classes) 
Added instance variables:  measureLevel, an integer indicating which set of user 
specified measures apply for a particular object. 
Added methods:  - new  methods, creating a new instance from the respective 
class, reuses the code from the original new  method plus
 
added code to accommodate the measureLevel specification,
 
class method. Example for Queue Object: newWithSize: and
 
Measure Level: andIntelligenceLevel: (intelligenceLevel used for
 
inside scheme).
 
appropriate initialize  methods to go with the new.... methods.
 
setMeasureLevel, getMeasureLevel method.
 
b) Random Generator class (and subclasses) 
Added methods:	  decreaseEVby: aPercentage, changes a particular random 
generator's specifying values, such that its expected value is 
decreased by aPercentage. 
increaseEVby: aPercentage, same as above method, but 
instead of decreasing the expected value it is increased. 
expValue, returns the expected value of a particular random 
generator. 64 
c) RandomGenEV 
This is an additional subclass of Random Generator. The methods provided have 
the same format as their counterparts in the Random Generator class. Except for 
the random values which get generated by the methods in the superclass, these 
methods calculate and return expected values for the random generators. 
d) Server Station class (and subclasses) 
Added instance variables:  - capacityBuffer, stores a user defined maximum 
plus to the noOfServers instance which should not be 
exceeded. In case the heuristic suggests going 
beyond this point an exception message window pops 
up. 
Added methods:	  setCapacityBuffer, getCapacityBuffer 
extended new  and initialize  methods to accommodate the 
new instance variable. 
decreaseCapacity, decreases the numberOfServers instance by 
one and makes the necessary changes on related instance 
variables. 
increaseCapacity, same as latter method, but instead of 
decreasing the noOfServers instance, it is increased by one. 
e) WOCreator class 
Added methods:	  decreaseTBC: aPercentage, decreases the
 
timeBetweenCreations instance by aPercentage.
 
increaseTBC: aPercentage, same as latter method, but
 
increase instead of decrease.
 65 
8.1.2.2 Multiple and extended runs 
To allow proper functioning for multiple runs, changes, mainly on the Calendar class, 
were necessary. 
a) general (apply to most classes) 
Added methods:  - reset, resets the state of an object to a start condition, e. g. in 
the Queue Object class all WFI's are removed from the queue. 
b) Calendar class 
Added methods:  clearEventList, clears all events associated with a Calendar. 
- resetStatistics, works like the clearStatistics method, except that 
the value, minValue, maxValue instance variables 
(TrackedNumber objects) also are reset and the currentTime of 
the calendar is set to zero. 
- rest oreCalendarHead, restores the calendarHead from the 
calHeadBuffer. 
Modified methods:	  - clearStatistics, originally cleared all statistics by reinitializing all 
instances of the ObsTrackedNumber and 
TimeTrackedNumber class. Now it only reinitializes those 
associated with the current calendar.  It also resets the 
numberOfCreations instance variable of related WOCreators 
to zero. 
end, formerly cleared all events. Now it only clears the 
calendarHead, after storing its pointer in the calHeadBuffer for 
later use (extended runs). 
eventlnitiator, after the simulation is completed, this method 
used to trigger the print out of the simulation results. This 
function was disabled, since the print out is now performed by 
the SimResultScheme. 66 
c)  ObsTrackedNumber, TimeTrackedNumber class 
Added instance variables:  - assocCalendar, a pointer to the associated Calendar. 
Added methods:  - statReset, works like the statinitialize method, but also resets 
the value, minValue, and maxValue instance variables. 
8.1.3 Modifications for the KB Access (inside scheme, policies) 
Changes were only made for those classes which are involved with the 
suggested intelligent process priority / sequencing policies, at this point. The application 
can be used as a model for further extensions (adding of policies for different areas) in 
the future.  It clearly shows how the scheme functions in general (also see section 8.4 
for details). 
a) general (apply to most classes) 
Added instance variables:  intelligenceLevel, an integer indicating what level of 
intelligence (set of policies) apply for a particular 
object. 
- intAgentObj, a pointer to a HookUplAO instance. 
Added methods:  - new  methods, creating a new instance from the respective 
class, reuses the code from the original new  method plus
 
added code to accommodate the intelligenceLevel specification,
 
class method
 
appropriate initialize  methods to go with the new.... methods
 
and initializing of the intAgentObj instance variable.
 
setMeasureLevel, getMeasureLevel, getlntAgentObj method.
 
b) Queue Object class 
Added methods:	  removeNext, replaces the removeFirst method. The WFI that 
is to be removed and returned is determined by the HookUplAO 
which accesses the KB (policy part) to figure out which one 
should be next. 67 
c) MQueueMServerProc class 
Added methods:  getNextPart, uses the original getFirstPart method for multiple 
queues (priority keys, intelligenceLevel = 0).  If only one 
"intelligent" queue is present it is calling the removeNext 
method. 
Modified methods:  - blockedPartDeparture, changed to use the getNextPart 
method, instead of the getFirstPart method. 
- partDeparture, same change 
One final comment which should be made here is that QueueObject instances 
use the same measureLevel and intelligenceLevel as their associated servers. 
8.2 The Simulation Result Scheme 
The original simulation environment stores simulation results in the form of time 
tracked and observation tracked objects within the respective simulation object that 
represents part of the model. The tracked number objects do not store a directly 
meaningful result, but have a method which calculates the final numbers and returns 
them as an array of strings for the printout of the results. Thus, the final results are not 
directly available as numbers after a simulation run is completed. Obviously, this would 
cause considerable difficulties when simulation result analysis is to be performed. A 
separate scheme which stores multiple simulation results outside the simulation 
environment for easy access and inference was required. 
As simulation results represent knowledge about the system performance which 
needs to be accessed for interpretation, applying one of the previously discussed 
knowledge representation schemes seemed to be appropriate. 
Rules and logic structures did not seem to fit the (representation) requirements 
of the system. Both the network and frame approach, being very similar in structure, 
appeared to be suitable. Networks offer a higher flexibility when it comes to adding 68 
additional knowledge aspects, whereas frames are more rigid. Higher flexibility, on the 
other hand, also takes away transparency of the knowledge representation. Since the 
simulation result knowledge is well defined and limited, the tighter structured frame 
approach was identified as the best representation scheme. 
8.2.1 Required Frames and Structures 
Several objects within the simulation environment contain information which will 
be needed by the IA architecture. They are listed in the following sections which also 
describe the developed frame structures. 
8.2.1.1 Frame for Calendar information 
The calendar stores pointers to all the instances used for a simulation model, 
statistics on the calendar length, the initialization time and the current time. Only the 
time information is required for this research purpose and has to be available for all 
other frames of the same simulation run. Therefore, the following frame structure was 
developed. 
Calendar_Element  isA:  {Frame class of object} 
simObjectType:  {pointer to Sim Object} 
runNo:  # of simulation scenario 
timeOflnitialization:  to 
currentTime:  to 
8.2.1.2 Frame for Terminator Objects 
Terminator objects collect observation based data on the time parts spend in the 
system. Time in the system is an important measure which is often used to evaluate 
system performance. 
Terminator  isA:  Calendar_Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 
tiss_total_obs:  an integer 69 
tiss_ave_obs:  a number 
tisssd:  a number 
tiss_last_obs:  a number 
tiss_min_obs:  a number 
tiss_max_obs:  a number 
8.2.1.3 Frame for Delayer Objects 
Delayer objects collect time based data on their utilization. 
Delayer  isA:  Calendar Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 
util_ave:  a number 
util_sd:  a number 
util_current_value:  a number 
util_min_value:  a number 
util_max_value:  a number 
util_#0fChanges:  an integer 
8.2.1.4 Frames for Machine Server Objects 
All Machine objects collect observation based data on processing times and time 
based data on machine utilization. 
Machine	  isA:  Calendar Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 
no_OfServers:  an integer 
policyld:  a policy identifier 
proc_total_obs:  an integer 
proc_ave_obs:  a number 
proc_sd:  a number 
proc_last_obs:  a number 
proc_min_obs:  a number 
proc_max_obs:  a number 70 
util_ave:  a number 
util_sd:  a number 
utilcurrentValue:  a number 
util_minvalue:  a number 
util_maxvalue:  a number 
util_#0fChanges:  an integer 
Besides the basic machine (without queues) two different categories can be 
found in the simulation environment. 
MIQMC	  isA:  Machine 
inputQueues:  {an OC of Queue object id's} 
MISOQMC	  isA:  Machine 
inputQueues:  {an OC of Queue object id's} 
outputQueue:  {a Queue object id} 
Additional slots in the MISOQMC frame, used for Input Station objects 
only: 
bs_ave:  a number 
bs_sd:  a number 
bs_current_value:  a number 
bs_min_value:  a number 
bs_max_value:  a number 
bs_#0fChanges:  an integer) 
8.2.1.5 Frame for Queue Objects 
Queue objects collect observation based time in queue data and time based 
queue length data. 
Queue	  isA:  Calendar Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 71 
at_MC:  {MC, MIQMC, MISOQMC} 
type:  {input, output} 
number:  an integer 
length:  an integer 
policyld:  a policy identifier 
withWIPAggr:  a WIPAggregator name 
tiqs_total_obs:  an integer 
tiqs_ave_obs:  a number 
tiqs_sd:  a number 
tiqs_last_obs:  a number 
tiqs_min_obs:  a number 
tiqs_max_obs:  a number 
qls_ave:  a number 
qls_sd:  a number 
qls_currentValue:  a number 
qls_min_value:  a number 
qls_max_value:  a number 
qls_#0fChanges:  an integer 
8.2.1.6 Frames for Material Handler Objects 
At this time, two different material handling systems can be modeled with the 
simulation environment AGV's and conveyors. 
Material Handler	  isA:  Calendar Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 
AGV	  isA:  Material Handler 
name:  name of instance used in model 
sss_ave:  a number 
sss_sd:  a number 
sss_current_value:  a number 
sss_min_value:  a number 72 
Conveyor 
sss_maxvalue:  a number 
sss_#0fChanges:  an integer 
css_ave:  a number 
css_sd:  a number 
css_current_value:  a number 
css_min_value:  a number 
css max value:  a number 
css_#0fChanges:  an integer 
mess_ave:  a number 
messsd:  a number 
mess_current_value: a number 
mess_min_value:  a number 
mess_max_value:  a number 
mess_#0fChanges:  an integer 
mIss_ave:  a number 
mIss_sd:  a number 
mIss_current_value:  a number 
mIss_min_value:  a number 
missmax_value:  a number 
mIss_#0fChanges:  an integer 
bdtss_total_obs:  an integer 
bdtss_ave_obs:  a number 
bdtss_sd:  a number 
bdtss_last_obs:  a number 
bdtss_min_obs:  a number 
bdtss_max_obs:  a number 
isA:  Material Handier 
name:  name of instance used in model 
nopic_ave:  a number 
nopic_sd:  a number 
nopic_current_value: a number 73 
nopic_min_value:  a number 
nopic_max_value:  a number 
nopic_ #OfChanges:  an integer 
util_ave:  a number 
utilsd:  a number 
util_current_value:  a number 
util_min_value:  a number 
util max value:  a number 
util_#0fChanges:  an integer 
tic_total_obs:  an integer 
tic_ave_obs:  a number 
tic_sd:  a number 
tic_last_obs:  a number 
tic_min_obs:  a number 
tic_max_obs:  a number 
8.2.1.7 Frame for WIPAggregator Objects 
WIPAggregator are objects which allow collection of additional statistics for 
queues. They do not exist independently, only in coexistence with a Queue Object. 
WIPAggr  isA:  Calendar Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 
tiws_total_obs:  an integer 
tiws_ave_obs:  a number 
tiws_sd:  a number 
tiws_last_obs:  a number 
tiws_min_obs:  a number 
tiws_max_obs:  a number 
wss_ave:  a number 
wss_sd:  a number 
wss_currentValue:  a number 
wss_min_value:  a number 74 
wss_max_value:  a number 
wss_ #OfChanges:  an integer 
8.2.1.8 Frame for Creator and Work Order information 
In order to provide data about the model itself, information about part creation, 
work orders, part names and routings need to be stored as well. Due to the existing 
structure, it was decided to use the Creator object (has pointer to Work Order object, 
which has pointer to part names and routings) as a basis. 
WOCreator	  isA:  Calendar Element 
name:  name of instance used in model 
timeBetweenCreations: 
a Random Generator object 
stringTBC:  a String 
noOfCreations:  an integer 
typeOfWorkOrder:  a string 
partList:  an OC of part names 
partSizeList:  an OC of integers 
routingList:  an OC of Routing objects 
dueDateList:  an OC of due dates 
dueDateStatList:  an OC of ObsTracked objects 
tisStatList:  an OC of ObsTracked objects 
observationSD:  anOC of standard deviations 
Remark: The MIQMC and MISOQMC frames maintain an id list of their queues, 
and Queue frames have a "slot" storing the associated machine name. Queue frames 
also store their associated WIPAggregator's name, but WIPAggregator frames do not 
reference their respective queue id.  In other words, Machines and Queues have mutual 
knowledge of each other, whereas there is only a "one-way" knowledge from Queues to 
WI PAggregators. 75 
8.2.2 Implementation of the Frames in Smalltalk 
In a first step, the frames were implemented in the Smalltalk Class Hierarchy, 
making use of inheritance. The developed Class structure is shown in Figure 24. 
SimResultScheme 
Delayer Frame 
MachineFrame 
MFMlnputQ 
MFMInputSOutputQ 
MatHandlerFrame 
AGVFrame 
Conveyor Frame 
QueueFrame 
Terminator Frame 
WI PAggregatorFrame 
WOCreatorFrame 
Figure 24:
 
Class structure of frames (Simulation Result Storage)
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In a second step, basic methods were provided, making use of the OOP 
concepts concerned with modifiability, reusability, and modularity. The three necessary 
methods which were needed at this step were: 
a method for pulling the data from the simulation objects 
a method to printout the acquired information in a structured fashion 
- a method to pool collected data from several simulation runs of the same 
scenario into one combined set of results 
a)	  Pulling data method: pullDataFrom: aSimObj and: aCalendarObj 
In this method, which has to be tailor made for the different Frame Classes, the 
information stored in aSimObj is extracted and stored in the proper slot of the 
respective frame. The second argument - aCalendarObject  is used to provide 
calendar information to each of the frames. Although the calendar information is not 
required for all of the frames, it is necessary to use the same method format for all of 
them to insure proper polymorphism and dynamic binding. 
b)  Print information methods: printAllResults: aListOfFrames, printResults: 
aListOfFrames,  and printResults 
Several different methods were required to assure proper dynamic binding and 
functionality. As stated before, a structured print out of the information stored in the 
frames was desired. Thus, a mere printout of one frame after the other was not 
sufficient. Some frames, e.g. Queue Frames, only are to be printed out in context 
with a respective Machine Frame (or sub class of). Therefore, two things had to be 
done. First, only the frame classes which are supposed to be printed out in a stand 
alone fashion were equipped with the printAllResults: aListOfFrames method. The 
argument aListOfFrames will provide an OC with pointers to all frame objects of the 
same simulation run. This way, associated frames, like Queue frames, can be 
identified and asked to print out their information at the right place. Second, all 
frames which are not stand alone use and inherit the (default) printAllResults: 
method from the SimResultScheme class that does not print out any information. To 
perform the print out of non-stand alone frames, the remaining two methods 
(printResults: aListOfFrames and printResults)  were used, depending on whether 77 
the listOfFrames is needed or not. Based on this approach, the following 
implemention hierarchy for print out methods is used (Figure 25). 
printAllResults: 
printResults: 
printResults 
Figure 25:
 
Print methods implementor hierarchy
 
c)  Pool collected data methods: poolStats: aFrameCluster, average Value: anOC, 
pooledSD: anOC 
Each frame class (sub-class, if required) has its unique poolStats: method, designed 
to pool the stored statistical and other information in its slots. The argument 
aFrameCluster is an OC of frames, each frame representing the same object in the 
model, but storing data from different simulation runs (same scenario). Thus, of 
course, the receiver has to be a frame of the same class, too. Common data, like 
name or current time, are taken from the first frame in the OC. The simObjType 
instance variable which stores a pointer to the original Sim Object is now assigned an 
OC of pointers, one for each run. This pointer is of importance, as we will see later 
on, when modifications on the model are made. The poolStats: method also makes 
use of inheritance: instance variables inherited from a super class are also pooled by 
using the super class method. The other three methods used to actually pool data 
are also inherited. They are defined as SimResultScheme class methods. This way 
all sub-classes (frame classes) have access. The anOC argument represents an 
OC of statistical data from a particular slot from all frames in aFrameCluster. For 
example, if aFrameCluster contained three Machine Frame objects, anOC will be an 
OC of three values. When the average utilization is pooled, these three values are 
the values from the "utilAve" slot from the frames. 78 
The average Value: method is used for statistical data (e.g. average utilization) which 
can simply be averaged by adding up the values in the argument and dividing the 
sum by the number of values in the argument. For standard deviations, the 
pooledSD: method is used.  It returns the pooled standard deviation for the average 
values presented in the argument. 
To further assure programming flexibility and modularity, some additional 
methods were implemented: 
- For the TimeTrackedNumber and ObsTrackedNumber class, a method which 
returns the calculated numbers based on the statistical collection, called 
resultNumbers. 
- For each of the simulation objects used to model a part of the system, a 
method which returns a headline for the printout of its associated frame, called 
returnObjHL. 
- One method (in the SimResultScheme class) returning the headline used to 
label the printout of observation based statistics, and one for time based 
statistics, called, printObsStatHL and printTimeStatHL. 
- To assure proper links to the analysis part of the system (discussed later), a 
method called returnAnalysisObject is provided in the SimResultScheme 
structure. 
To support proper print out of the frames, two class variables in the 
SimResultScheme class are used: Print Window, specifies the window on which the 
information is to be printed, and Tab, a fixed tabulator for indenting the output. 
8.2.3 Collection of Frames 
Since we are dealing with multiple scenarios and multiple simulation runs, we 
need to store the frames that are created in a manner such that frames belonging to a 
particular scenario and/or simulation run are clustered together. We also do not want to 
lose former scenario results, because they get "pushed out" by new ones. 79 
To perform this function, a new class - SimResultCollection - was implemented. 
This class provides an instance variable (scenarioResults) which is an OC of simulation 
results. Each simulation result in itself is an OC of frames (of the same simulation run 
and/or scenario). 
scenarioResults 
simulation result # i 
Figure 26:
 
Simulation result collection concept
 
As for the frame classes, this class also needed three main methods: 
a method pulling the data from a single simulation run and storing the data 
- a method pulling the data from several simulation runs and pooling 
(combining) the collected data 
- a method to printout the acquired information in a structured fashion 
For pulling the collected simulation data from several runs and combining the 
data, we might as well repeat using the method pulling data from a single run. The way 
the data is stored is the same for both approaches (Figure 26). Only for one instance of 
SimResultCollection do the OC's of frames contain frames with pooled data for a 
scenario, the other contains frames for single runs. 80 
a)	  Pulling data from a single run: basicPullSimScenarioResult: aCalendar 
As a basis for pulling the data from a simulation model run, the defined Calendar 
instance is used. This instance maintains a list of pointers (listOfSystemElements) 
which allow access to most of the modeled elements (and their collected data). The 
remaining ones - called "hidden elements" from here on can be accessed from the 
system elements in the list. The following steps are required to acquire the data 
from a simulation run: 
Pull the list0fAllSystemElements from a simulation Calendar object, including 
hidden elements (e.g. Queue objects). The list0fAllSystemElements method 
returns an OC of Sim Objects. To assure proper execution, polymorphism is 
applied. Within this method, the calendar browses through all system 
elements contained in the listOfSystemElements instance and asks them to 
return an OC of their hidden elements / objects, using the getHiddenElements 
method. At the end the complete list of all elements is returned. 
Each element in the complete list is asked to return a frame object which is to 
be used for storing its data: returnFrame (another example of polymorphism). 
This frame object then goes about extracting and storing the data from the 
respective simulation element, using the previously described pullDataFrom: 
aSimObj and: aCalendarObj method After filling its slots (storing the data), 
each frame object is added to a list (OC). 
In the final step, the scenarioResults instance is updated by adding the OC of 
frames. The structure is shown in Figure 18. 
b)	  Pulling data from several runs and pooling the data: 
advancedPullSimScenarioResultl: anOCOfCalendars and 
advancePullSimScenarioResults2: anOCOfCalendars 
Both methods follow exactly the same steps with the exception that the first one also 
increases the Scenario Counter class variable in the SimResultCollection class. This 
was necessary to distinguish between the original runs and the extended runs which 
are needed to analyze steady state behavior. The extended runs are done for the 
same scenario as the original ones, thus we do not want the Scenario Counter to be 
increased. Both methods create a temporary SimResultCollection object where the 81 
results from different simulation runs (same scenario) are stored. For each of the 
Calendar objects in the argument ( anOCOfCalendars), the 
basicPullSimScenarioResult: is executed and thus, the scenarioResults instance in 
the temporary object updated with the OC's of frames. This way we get an OC of 
OC's of frames (one for each Calendar, one Calendar for each run) where the 
sequence of frames in each OC is identical in respect to the object it represents in 
the model. Next an OC of frames is created taking the first frame from each of the 
OC's of frames. This is called a frame cluster. This cluster is now processed using 
the poolStats: aFrameCluster method from the respective frame class. This step is 
repeated for each position in the OC of frames. Now, instead of having a collection 
of several simulation results, we have compressed (pooled) the data into one 
scenario result. This data is now used to update the scenarioResult instance of the 
receiver of this method which, of course, is a SimResultCollection object as well. 
c)	  Print information method: printResults and printResultsAt: anlndex 
Following the same principles the printResults method for the SimResultCollection 
class was developed. Browsing through the OC scenarioResults, each of the listed 
OC's (representing an OC of frames) will be used to ask the single frames to print 
their own information using the associated print out method (see print out methods 
described in the previous section). A separator line is printed out between the OC's 
of frames and a counter, indicating the scenario number, is also printed with each 
frame print out to distinguish between the different scenarios. The printResultAt: 
method provides a print out of one set of frames, stored in the scenarioResults 
instance at position anlndex. 
Consequently, applying the earlier discussed OOP concepts (polymorphism, 
dynamic binding, and encapsulation in particular), a highly flexible construct for 
simulation result storage and print out was developed. 82 
8.2.4 Verification of the Simulation Result Scheme 
Three different tests were conducted, based on a simple simulation model which 
reaches steady state (based on manual analysis). The model was simulated in the 
original simulation environment and the results printed out. 
For the first tests, the model code was extended such that at the end (still one 
run only) the results were stored in a SimResultCollection object, using the frame 
structures. Printing out data from the SimResultCollection object, the numbers were 
then compared to the original results. This was to done to make sure the data transfer 
to the frames (pullDataFrom: and:) performs correctly. Result: The Simulation Result 
Scheme performed correctly. The print out showed a one to one match, considering 
random fluctuation. 
For the next experiment, the model code was further extended with a loop, 
repeating the simulation run several time, each time updating the data collection in the 
SimResultCollection object. Each OC of frames then was examined for its content to 
make sure multiple simulation / scenario result storage was performed as well as single 
result storage. Result: The storage of multiple simulation results, performed 
successfully. 
The final test for the Simulation Result Scheme was on the calculation and 
storage of pooled data. For this test several Calendar objects were used, each one 
containing the same model information. Instead of running the same model with one 
Calendar 'n' times, resetting the values at the beginning of each run, each run was 
performed with a new Calendar. Using the advancedPullSimScenanoResultl: method 
the results from the Calendars were now combined and instead of 'n' results only one 
was expected. Making use of the 'inspect' function in Smalltalk the SimResultCollection 
instance used in the model for result storage was examined. Only one OC of frames 
was found. Unfortunately, the numbers stored were not the expected ones, when 
compared with the print out of the original. Several more tests were carried out, until it 
became clear that the poolStats: method performed fine. The problem was in the way 
the Calendar class in simulation environment handles its clearStatistcs method. Every 
time a new Calendar was run and the clear statistics event occurred, all instances of the 83 
class performing the collection of statistics (TimeTrackedNumber, ObsTrackedNumber) 
were reinitialized. Therefore, only the last Calendar had any information left, all other 
results were lost (set to zero) when the last run executed the clear statistics event. A 
small modification in the clearStatistics: method and on the Tracked Number class was 
necessary. Tracked Number objects were equipped with a new instance variable 
(assocCalendar) which stores a pointer to the associated Calendar object. The 
clearStatistics method was rewritten, such that only TimeTrackedNumber and 
ObsTrackedNumber instances associated with the current calendar were reinitialized. 
After implementing these changes, the result came out as expected. 
8.3 The Analysis Heuristic and Related Knowledge Base Parts 
The steps involved in analyzing the simulation results and suggesting changes 
for the model were already discussed in detail in section 7.3.3 (Figure 19, 20, and 22 in 
particular). This section provides some further insight of some of the discussed aspects. 
8.3.1 Analysis Based on Hypothesis Testing 
The hypothesis tests used, compare average statistics stored in the simulation 
results (frames). Remember, the frames store pooled statistics for more than one run. 
This and the fact that a large enough number of observations go into this data, allows us 
to use t-tests to evaluate the information. Even though the actual data collected is not 
normally distributed in most cases, the average values over n replications (runs) are 
close enough to being normally distributed. Law and Kelton (1991) suggest that n 
should provide a sufficient basis to statistically evaluate the data. Therefore, the system 
was set up, such that the user can specify the number of replications (n) as 5 or greater. 
When working with the pooled data, we actually are dealing with averages of 
averages and pooled estimators for the standard deviation of these averages of 
averages. The Null Hypothesis (HO) when checking steady state is defined as: 
the average value from one set of runs = the average from another set of runs. 
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Fluctuation in the system may provide us with different average numbers, despite the 
fact that there is not enough evidence to reject HO. The way HO is set up takes this into 
consideration, by giving the outcome "there is no change" (HO) the benefit of the doubt. 
Although not rejecting HO is called a "weak result", it leads to a more robust system than 
the other way around. The random fluctuation will not deliver the exact same average 
number twice. Exact in our system would require an accuracy of 10-6. 
Hypothesis testing is applied throughout analyzing the steady state situation (see 
also Figure 20) - steady state, bottleneck, run time - to evaluate the situation. The only 
decision point which does not involve hypothesis testing is checking if the potential 
bottleneck does appear to be one because it is blocked by down stream activities, and 
thus no real bottleneck. At this point it is sufficient to investigate if servers and/or 
queues downstream have reached their maximum capacity 
While analyzing the steady state behavior of a system several different 
outcomes and respective decisions are possible (Table 6). 
Table 6: 
Steady state analysis outcomes 
Outcome  Suggested change 
steady state  none 
severe bottleneck  increase capacity 
of bottleneck 
transient too short  increase transient 
run time too short  increase run time 
Once the system has reached steady state, the data (results) are suitable for 
further investigation and the utilization level and throughput are tested next. Figure 27 
shows the analysis of the utilization in more detail. The possible results are summarized 
in Table 7. 85 
Steady state  Knowlege Base
scenario results 
Check utilization 
limit 
Utilization 
below defined
Increase capacity  maximum 
utilization? 
user defined max: 
measure = sure 7  ­
Hypothesis test: 95% 
Ho: avgl < measure 
Ha: avgl>= measure 
one tailed t-Test 
Check drop in 
utilization 
Did the 
utilization 
drop by 
>20%? 
util. measure 
domain knowledge 
previous steady state 
scenario results 
Would a 
decreased  Check throughput
capacity be 
sufficient? 
Decrease capacity 
Figure 27: 
Utilization analysis 
Checking if the utilization dropped by at least 20% (20% of former utilization, e.g. 
0.8 * 0.2 = 0.16) or more is a prescreening step, to determine, if there was a significant 
drop in utilization. This is to make sure that it is worth further analyzing the utilization. 
The 20% margin is based on personal experience and can be easily changed in the 
code to a different margin. 86 
Table 7:
 
Utilization analysis outcomes
 
Outcome  Suggested change 
utilization too high  increase capacity 
lower capacity  decrease capacity 
would do 
At the final stage, before changing the internal policies, the throughput measure 
is examined (Figure 28) and the following situations might occur (Table 8). 
Utilizations fixed  Knowlege Base 
Check throughput 
limit  throughput measure 
domain knowledge 
hroughput 
Increase system  below defined 
input  minimum 
throughput? 
defined min._ 
meawre = oser 
Hypothesis test: 95% 
Ho: avg 1 < measure  Check high 
Ha: avg1>= measure  throughput 
one tailed t-Test 
measure = 1.2 
user defined min. 
Is the 
throughput  Decrease system 
over  input 
120%? 
Check policies 
Figure 28: 
Throughput analysis 87 
Table 8:
 
Throughput analysis outcomes
 
Outcome  Suggested change 
throughput too low  increase system 
input 
throughput too high  decrease system 
input 
8.3.2 Implementation in Smalltalk 
Figure 29 shows the class hierarchy for the analysis heuristic and related 
knowledge base parts. SimlAArchitecture is the highest level class, used for both the 
inside and outside scheme. Its only purpose is to provide a better structural coherence 
and a standardized window for printing out information. The class variable Print Window 
stores a pointer to a Smalltalk window. The pointer is acquired from the 
SimResultCollection class. This way, all output from all parts of the system are directed 
to the same Smalltalk window. 
a) Output Analysis class (and subclasses) 
Class variables:  - Delta Time, increment by which the transient / run time is 
increased, if required. 
- No0fPolicyExperiments, integer specifying the number of 
policy changes that are to be analyzed. 
- OKFlag, determines if the automated simulation is terminated 
(0 = simulation go, 1 = simulation complete). 
- RunsPerScenario, integer specifying how many simulation runs 
are to be performed per scenario. 
Instance variables:	  plusToRunTime, additional runtime as indicated by steady 
state analysis (Delta Time = step width). 
- plusToTransient, additional time before statistics are cleared. 
as indicated by steady state analysis (Delta Time = step width). 88 
SimIAArchitecture 
Output Analysis 
DelayerAnalysis 
Machine Analysis 
MatHandlerAnalysis 
Queue Analysis 
Terminator Analysis 
WOCreatorAnalysis 
OutputMeasures 
RBKObject  11 
J 
j
i 
1 
1  Outside Scheme 
Delayer Domain 
Machine Domain 
MatHandlerDomain 
Queue Domain 
Terminator Domain 
WOCreatorDomain 
Figure 29: 
Class structure of the analysis heuristic element 89 
Functions:  - Perform the output analysis as previously discussed and provide 
suggested changes to the model. The central method 
analyzeSimResultsOf aSimResultCollection with: 
anOutputMeasureList and: aCalendarCollection proceeds through the 
single analysis steps, calling additional methods as required. The 
subclasses represent analysis specialists. For example, 
Machine Analysis provides special methods, needed to analyze server 
objects. This also requires the Output Analysis class to provide 
default methods for other specialists to assure proper polymorphism. 
- Control the condition of the Calendars used: clear statistics, resetting 
of values for a new scenario, initiating extended runs, etc.. 
- Activating the suggested changes in the model, performed by the 
makeStructuralChangesBasedOn: aListOfSuggestions method. 
- Updating proposed solutions, update: with: method. 
The Output Analysis class also has some inherent knowledge about how to deal with 
steady state problems, e. g. bottlenecks. Additional knowledge is obtained by 
accessing the KB parts, described next. 
b) Output Measure class 
Instance variables:  desiredMaxTIS (not in use currently) 
- desiredMaxUtil 
- desiredMaxWlPSize (not in use currently) 
desiredMinThroughput 
- desiredMinWIPSize (not in use currently) 
All store user defined performance measure levels used in the analysis. 
Functions:  - Integrating user specified performance levels into to the system. 
- Part of the knowledge base (non rule based) 
Output Measure objects are linked to Sim Objects on a temporary basis, during the 
analysis. They are provided to the respective method doing the analysis in an OC. 
The measureLevel of an Sim Object which is also stored by its associated frame is 
used to determine which Output Measure object is to be applied. The value stored in 90 
the measureLevel instance variable is directly translated into a position in the OC. 
Thus, the sequence within the OC is of great importance. Multiple Sim Objects can 
use the same Output Measure object, but only one Output Measure is related to a 
particular Sim Object (Figure 30). 
a Measure Object 
a "hidden" Object, 
e. g. OueueObjec 
a set of measures  a Simulation Object, e. 9. 
MQueueMServerProc 
a "hidden" Object 
e. g. QueueObjec 
a "hidden" Object`, 
e. g. QueueObjecJ 
a Simulation Object, e. g. 
MQueueMServerProc 
a "hidden" Object 
e g. QueueObjec 
Figure 30:
 
Output Measure Sim Object relation
 
c)  Outside Scheme class (and subclasses) 
Functions:  Provide general knowledge for output analysis.  Its subclasses 
contain domain specific knowledge. For example, Machine Domain 
has knowledge about t-tests used on servers and what changes to 
suggest for a server, based on the analysis results. 
- Provide suggested changes to the analysis heuristic. The suggestion 
has to be in format that is digestible for the Output Analysis class: 
Array( positionl, position2, position3) 91 
position1 = pointer to the object which will execute the change 
position2 = method which will be used for the execution 
position3 = an OC of arguments for the method (position2) 
8.3.3 Verification and Validation 
In order to verify and validate the implementation of the output analysis, several 
simple case studies were conducted. The WFI routing for one of the case studies is 
shown below (Figure 31). 
part A  part B 
Machine 1  Machine 2 
Machine 3 
Terminator 
Figure 31:
 
WFI routings, case study 1
 
Parameters, like arrival rates, processing times, and desired utilization and 
throughput levels (measures) in the model were manipulated in order to force different 
situations to occur. The automatic simulation was set up, such that after each scenario 
analysis, the results were printed and an inspector window with the suggested change 
popped up. After manually analyzing the data, the conclusion was compared with the 
suggested change of the automated analysis. Running about 200 different model 
setups this way and including dozens more temporary program interrupts and inspection 
of values, the performance of the system was fine tuned step by step. The verification 
and validation process for this system component was performed after each 
implementation of a new step in the analysis, e.g. steady state, utilization performance. 92 
This allowed examination of the performance of the newly introduced step in isolation as 
well as in coexistence with the other, already implemented steps. 
A second case study and summarized results are presented in chapter 9. 
8.4 The Policy Part of the Knowledge Base and 1A0s 
8.4.1 Accessing Knowledge using 1A0s 
During simulation runs, decisions need to be made. For this purpose 1A0s were 
implemented (Figure 32). Whenever a new Sim Object with the capability of using 1A0s 
is created a new HookUplAO is also created and a pointer to it gets stored in the 
intAgentObj instance variable. Right during its creation, the HookUplAO is sent out for 
the first time and retrieves a list of applicable policies (inputPolicies) for its associated 
Sim Object from the KB. The first policy in the list is automatically moved to the 
currentPolicy instance variable for the initial scenario. The HookUplAO can be asked to 
advancelnPolicy which causes it to move the next policy from the inputPolicies list to the 
currentPolicy. The currentPolicy is the one used for making decisions during a 
simulation run. Figure 33 shows an example of how 1A0s fit into the simulation process 
and Figure 34 shows the class hierarchy as implemented in Smailtalk 
inputPolicies 
1st policy 
2nd policy 
Figure 32:
 
Intelligent Agent Object
 93 
IA0 go figure out 
Q give me the  which part should  current policy, 
next part.  be next.  parts in the queue 
Server  Queue  IA0  KB 
pointer to a part Here you go.  This is the 
in the queue
one. 
Figure 33: 
Example: IA0 in the simulation process 
8.4.2 Implementation in Smalltalk 
a) HookUpIAO class 
Instance variables:  - bestPolicies, not in use, could be used to store policies which 
were identified to have performed best during recent runs. 
This would allow narrowing the choice for following 
scenarios (same project) and reduce computing time. 
Requires additional knowledge! 
currentPolicy, stores information about the policy currently 
used at the associated Sim Object and how to find / access it. 
inputPolicies, a list of all policies that apply to the associated 
Sim Object and have not been tried yet. Determined by related 
KB parts and the intelligenceLevel. 
Functions:  - Provide its associated Sim Object with knowledge / decisions from 
related parts of the KB. 
- Functions as a messenger and knowledge retriever. 
- Store applicable policies, using the following format; 
Array( position1, position2, position3) 
position1 = pointer to the knowledge object containing the policy 
position2 = method which will be used to execution the policy 
position3 = an OC of arguments for the method (position2) 94 
SimlAArchitecture 
HookUplAO 
RBKObject 
InsideScheme 
Delayer Rules 
Machine Rules 
MatHandlerRules 
Queue Rules 
TerminatorRulesn 
WOCreatorRules 
Figure 34: 
Class structure of the KB / Policy element 95 
b)  Inside Scheme class (and subclasses) 
Functions:  - Storage for rule based policies. As for the outside scheme KB part, 
the subclasses represent KBs with knowledge (policies) for a 
particular domain. Each policy is represented by a method which is 
fed certain information and returns the answer to a specific question. 
The answer could be knowledge concluded from the input information 
or already a final decision. 
- Support internal decision making. 
Provide available policies (methods) for different intelligence levels. 
The getPolicyReferenceList: anInteger method returns such lists, 
based on the argument which identifies the intelligence level. This 
method can easily be altered in order to change the sequences of 
policies for the different intelligence levels. This way different policy 
mixes (between the intelligence levels) can be tested. In other words, 
the user may define their own policy experiments which are to be 
examined. 
8.4.3 Verification and Validation 
The same verification and validation process as in section 8.3 was applied. 
Result printout and inspector windows were used to make sure the expected set of 
policies was tested and the policies performed as planned. For example, does the 
earliest due date policy for Queue Objects return the right WFI? 96 
9. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE, A CASE STUDY 
To give a better idea about the system performance, another case study was 
conducted during the verification and validation periods and is presented here. The 
model of the case study was adapted from Beaumariage (1990), title "Electronics 
Kitshop". Figure 35 shows the routing of WFIs through the model. Initial model 
parameters and configurations and can be found in the model code in the following 
section. 
bulk 
selects  -sequencing reels 
Receiving and 
Shipping 
Sequencing 
Station 
Bulk Parts
 
Preform Station
 
Kitting Station 
Final Kitting 
T  : terminator 
sequencing reels, selects, bulk  : parts flowing through the system 
a Name  : a server station I 
Figure 35: 
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9.1 The Model Code 
i creatorArray delayerArray workOrder 1 Array w I rl Array w1r2Array w1r3Array termArray 
mlArray m2Array m3Array m4Array m5Array aSimResultStorage aMeasureObjList anAnalysisObj 
tempi temp2 findings aCalendarCollection clearTime endTime finalResultStorage 
"Initialize the intelligent schemes:"
 
finalResultStorage:= SimResultCollection newStart.
 
aSimResultStorage:= SimResultCollection new.
 
aMeasureObjList:= OrderedCollection new.
 
anAnalysisObj:= OutputAnalysis newSetOKFlag: 0 andRunsPerScenario: 8
 
andDeltaTime: 300 andNo0fPolicyExperiments: 4. 
clearTime:= 0. 
endTime:= 800. 
tempi := OutputMeasures newWithMaxUtil: 0.85 andMinThruput:45 andMaxWIPSize:8 
andMaxTIS:400 over: (endTime - clearTime). 
temp2:= OutputMeasures newWithMaxUtil: 0.8 andMinThruput:45 andMaxWIPSize:9 
andMaxTIS:450 over: (endTime - clearTime). 
aMeasureObjList add: tempi; 
add: temp2. 
"Initialize the model:"
 
i:=0.
 
aCalendarCollection:= OrderedCollection new.
 
delayerArray:= Array new:(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
m I Array:= Array new:(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
m2Array:= Array new:(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
m3Array:= Array new:(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
m4Array:= Array new:(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
m5Array:= Array new:(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
termArray:= Array new: (OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
wIrlArray:= Array new: (OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
w1r2Array:= Array new: (OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
w I r3Array:= Array new: (OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
workOrderlArray:= Array new: (OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
WorkOrder setWorkOrderNumber: 1.
 
creatorArray:= Array new: (OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario).
 
(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario) 
timesRepeat: [ i:= i + 1. 
aCalendarCollection addLast: Calendar new. 
delayerArray at: i put: (Delayer newWithName: 'Selects entry delay'). 
m I Array at: i put: (MQueueMServerProc newWithName: 'Receiving and Shipping' 
andServers: 1 andQueues: 2 andMeasureLeve1:1 
andIntelligenceLeve1:0 allowedCapacityBuffer: 5). 
m2Array at: i put: (MQueueMServerProc newWithName: 'Bulk parts preform' 
andServers: 1 andQueues: I andQLimit: #(80) andMeasureLeve1:2 
andIntelligenceLeve1:1 allowedCapacityBuffer: 5). 
m3Array at: i put: (MQueueMServerAssem newWithName: 'Kitting Stations' 
andServers: 10 andQueues: 2 andMeasureLeve1:2 98 
andIntelligenceLeve1:0 allowedCapacityBuffer: 5). 
m4Array at: i put: (MQueueMServerProc newWithName: 'Sequencing Stations' 
andServers: 2 andQueues: 1 andQLimit: #(150) andMeasureLevel:2 
andIntelligenceLeve1:2 allowedCapacityBuffer: 5). 
m5Array at: i put: (MQueueMServerAssem newWithName: 'Final Kitting 
andServers: 1 andQueues: 2 andMeasureLevel:2 
andIntelliaenceLevel:0 allowedCapacityBuffer: 5). 
termArray at: i put: (Terminator newWithName: 'Terminator for All Parts'). 
w 1 rl Array at: i put: (Routing new). 
(wlrlArray at: i) addOperation: (delayerArray at: i) key: nil 
processingTime: [:rg I rg uniformHigh: 90 low: 54] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (mlArray at: I) key: 2 
processingTime: [:rg I rg triangularHigh: 1 low: 0.167 
mode: 0.333] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (m3Array at: 1) key: 1 
processingTime: [:rg  rg triangularHigh: 3.1 low: 0.6 mode: 1.2 ] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (m5Array at: I) key: 1 
processingTime: [:rg  rg triangularHigh: 1.0 low: 0.167 
mode: 0.333] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (mlArray at: I) key: I 
processingTime: [:rg I rg triangularHigh: 1.0 low: 0.167 
mode: 0.333] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: ( termArray at: I) key: nil. 
w I r2Array at: i put: (Routing new). 
(w1r2Array at: i) addOperation: (mlArray at: I) key: 2 
processingTime: [:rg I rg triangularHigh: 1.0 low: 0.167 
mode: 0.333] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (m2Array at: I) key: 1 
processingTime: [:rg I rg triangularHigh: 3 low: 1 mode: 2 ] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (m3Array at: I) key: 2; 
addOperation: (termArray at: i) key: nil. 
w1r3Array at: i put: (Routing new). 
(w1r3Array at: i) addOperation: (mlArray at: I) key: 2 
processingTime: [:rg I rg triangularHigh: 1.0 low: 0.167 
mode: 0.333] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (m4Array at: I) key: 1 
processingTime: [:rg I rg triangularHigh: 72 low:36 mode:54 ] 
setupTime: nil; 
addOperation: (m5Array at: I) key: 2; 
addOperation: (termArray at: i) key: nil. 99 
workOrder I Array at: i put: (WorkOrder newWorkOrderType: 'Circuit Code 1'). 
(workOrderlArray at: i) addComponentWFl: 'selects' 
andSize: 3 andCWFlRouting: (w I r I Array at: i) 
andCWFIDueDate: 250; 
addComponentWFl: 'bulk' 
andSize: 3 andCWFlRouting: (w1r2Array at: i) 
andCWFIDueDate: 250; 
addComponentWFl: 'seq reels' 
andSize: 3 andCWFlRouting: (w I r3 Array at: i) 
andCWFIDueDate: 250. 
creatorArray at: i put: (WOCreator newWithWorkOrder: (workOrder 1 Array at: i) 
timeBetweenCreationsGenerator: (Uniform newHigh: 22 low: 18) 
andMeasureLevel: 1 andIntelligenceLeve1:2). 
(aCalendarCollection at: i) addToListOfCreators: (creatorArray at: i). 
(aCalendarCollection at: i) addToListOfSystemElements: (delayerArray at: i); 
addToListOfSystemElements: (mlArray at: i); 
addToListOfSystemElements: (m2Array at: i); 
addToListOfSystemElements: (m3Array at: i); 
addToListOfSystemElements: (m4Array at: i); 
addToListOfSystemElements: (m5Array at: i). 
]. "End of timesRepeat." 
"Automated simulation runs:" 
[(OutputAnalysis getOKFlag) = 0] 
whileTrue: [ i:=0. 
(OutputAnalysis getRunsPerScenario) 
timesRepeat: [i:= i + 1. 
(aCalendarCollection at: i) schedule: [(creatorArray at: i) create] 
at: 0. 
(aCalendarCollection at: i) schedule: [(aCalendarCollection at: i) 
clearStatistics] at: (clearTime + (anAnalysisObj 
getPlusToTransient)). 
(aCalendarCollection at: i) schedule: [(aCalendarCollection at: i) 
end] at: (endTime + (anAnalysisObj getPlusToRunTime)). 
SimObject setCalens: (aCalendarCollection at: i). 
(aCalendarCollection at: i) eventlnitiator. 
(SimResultCollection getPrintWindow) cr; 
nextPutAll: '  Current scenario, Simulation run #: '; 
nextPutAll: (i printString); 
cr. 
]. "End of timesRepeat." 
aSimResultStorage advancedPullSimScenarioResultl: aCalendarCollection. 
findings:= anAnalysisObj analyzeSimResultOf: aSimResultStorage 
with: aMeasureObjList and: aCalendarCollection. 
"Keeping a log of the changes:"
 
(((findings at: 1) at:2) = #advancePolicies)
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ifTrue:[ anAnalysisObj update: finalResultStorage with: aSimResultStorage]. 
"Interrupt for validation and verification: 
aSimResultStorage printResultsAt: (SimResultCollection getScenarioCounter). 
findings inspect. self halt." 
anAnalysisObj makeStructuralChangesBasedOn: findings. 
"Clear all calendar event lists:" 
anAnalysisObj clearAllEventLists: aCalendarCollection. 
"Remove all WFI from the system: before stats are cleared!" 
anAnalysisObj clearAllElements: aCalendarCollection. 
"Clear all stats for all calendars:" 
anAnalysisObj clearAllStats: aCalendarCollection. 
]. "End of whileTrue." 
"Print out results:" 
aSimResultStorage printResultsAt: 1. "Original Model" 
finalResultStorage printResults.  "Improved models for diff policies." 
The model was slightly altered. WIPAggregator objects were removed, since 
they had no significance for the analysis. Instead of having three Terminator objects, 
one for each part flowing through the system, a common Terminator was used. This is 
possible without losing any information due to the due date and time in system collection 
change discussed earlier. 
The comments printed out during the automated simulation executed for this 
model (to keep the user informed) are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C shows an 
example of a complete result print out for a scenario. 
9.2 Automated Simulation Results 
The different iterations the automated simulation went through to result in a new 
and improved scenario are listed in Table 9. As can be seen, once all criteria are met 
with the initial set of policies, the change in policies does not introduce enough change 
to make additional changes necessary. This clearly shows that the decision to introduce 
policy changes at the end and using the current changes, reduces the computing time 
significantly, as opposed to the idea of starting from the initial scenario when changing 
the (internal) policies.  In many cases, however, it will not turn out to be this simple. For 101 
a different set of policies, more or less servers, an increased transient period, or any 
other possible change may occur and lead to a significantly different set of conclusions. 
Table 9:
 
Case study iterations
 
Scenario  suggested change 
# 
1  Sequencing Station (SS), 
increase capacity. 
2	  Data collection time, 
increase by 300, (and 
adjust measures: 
throughput 45 ---> 45 * 1100 
/ 800 ---> 62 *3). 
3	  Transient, increase by 300, 
shift clear and end time. 
Increases x0, but not x1 
(see Figure 21). 
4	  Sequencing Station,
 
increase capacity.
 
5	  Transient, increase by 300, 
shift clear and end time. 
Increases x0, but not x1 
(see Figure 21). 
6	  Transient, increase by 300, 
shift clear and end time. 
identified reason 
Bottleneck, the capacity of 
the SS was maxed out 
(98.6% utilized). 
Change on 2nd extended 
run indicates that the 
simulation needs to run 
longer, since steady state 
is not reached, yet. 
Change on 1st extended 
run, but not the 2nd 
indicates that the transient 
period was set too short. 
The SS utilization of 89% 
is above the 80% desired 
level (specified measure). 
The transient was too 
short, again. Due to the 
change at scenario 4 
which changed the needed 
warm up period. 
The transient was still too 
short, due to the change at 
scenario 4. 
expec  sum­
-ted *1  mary *2 
Y  Y 
Y  N 
Y  N 
Y  N 
Y  N 
Y  N 102 
Table 9 (Continued) 
Scenario  suggested change 
# 
7	  Decrease time between 
creations by 10%. (10% is 
the specified increment!) 
8	  Transient, increase by 300, 
shift clear and end time. 
9	  Decrease time between 
creations by 10%. 
10	  Sequencing Station,
 
increase capacity.
 
11	  Advance in policies. 
12	  Advance in policies. 
13	  Advance in policies. 
identified reason 
The achieved throughput 
of 55 end products is 
below the desired 62 
(specified measure) 
The transient was too 
short, due to the change at 
scenario 7. The increase 
in material input led to a 
longer (true) transient. 
The achieved throughput 
of 60.5 end products is still 
below the desired 62. 
The utilization of the SS 
went up to 84%, due to the 
increased input, and rose 
again above the 80% 
desired level. 
All criteria were met with 
current set of policies. 
Continue with the next set. 
All criteria were met with 
current set of policies. 
Continue with the next set. 
All criteria were met with 
current set of policies. 
Continue with the next set. 
expec  sum­
-ted *1  mary *2 
Y  N 
Y  N 
Y  N 
Y  N 
Y  Y 
Y  Y 
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Table 9 (Continued) 
Scenario  suggested change  identified reason  expec  sum­
#  -ted *1  mary *2 
14  Advance in policies.	  All criteria were met with  Y  Y 
current set of policies. 
Continue with the next set. 
*1:  Indicates if the suggested change was as expected (Y) or not (N).
 
*2:  Indicates if a summary of the simulation result is included in the following tables.
 
*3:  Since the throughput level of 45 was specified for 800 time units, the increase in the
 
data collection time (by 300, to 1100) makes it necessary to adjust this measure 
level by a factor of 1100/800. 
A summary of the simulation results for the indicated scenarios (Y in the last 
column in Table 9) shows the effect the suggested changes had on the system. The 
desired performance levels were reached, thus the goal reached. Table 10 - 14 show a 
summary of the most important scenario results of the simulation. 
Table 10:
 
Scenario 1 results
 
Scenario no: 1  Transient  End time: 
time: 0  800 
Data Collection  average  standard  # of obs. / 
value  deviation  changes 
Selects entry delayer, utilization  3.4915  0.0632  78.8 
Receiving and Shipping, policy: FIFO,  -­ -­ -­
# of servers: 1 
Receiving and Shipping, processing times  0.5051  0.0070  146.9 
Receiving and Shipping, utilization  0.0926  0.0012  200.6 -- --
-- --
-- --
--
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Table 10 (Continued) 
Data Collection 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, time in 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, length 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, time in 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, length 
Bulk parts preform, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1 
Bulk parts preform, processing times 
Bulk parts preform, utilization 
Bulk parts preform, queue 1, time in 
Bulk parts preform, queue 2, length 
Kiting Station, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 10 
Kiting Station, processing times 
Kiting Station, utilization 
Kiting Station, queue 1, time in 
Kiting Station, queue 1, length 
Kiting Station, queue 2, time in 
Kiting Station, queue 2, length 
Sequencing Station, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 2 
Sequencing Station, processing times 
Sequencing Station, utilization 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, time in 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, length 
Final Kiting, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1 
Final Kiting, processing times 
Final Kiting, utilization 
average 
value 
0.0214 
0.0007 
0.1943 
0.0288 
2.0011
 
0.1010
 
0
 
0
 
1.6166
 
0.0743
 
0
 
0
 
69.5307
 
3.3616
 
53.7584 
1.9722 
96.3871 
4.9352 
0.5137 
0.0182 
standard 
deviation 
0.0327 
0.0011 
0.0119 
0.0017 
0.0518 
0.0028 
0 
_ 
0 
0.1012 
0.0053 
_ 
0
 
0
 
1.2699
 
0.0640
 
0.6769 
_ 
0.0018 
8.2233 
0.3726 
_ 
0.0390 
0.0014 
# of obs. / 
changes 
28.4 
5.3 
118.5 
90.6 
40.6 
81.8 
40.6 
_ 
1 
36.8 
74.5 
36.8 
74.5 
36.8 
77.9 
30.4 
3.3 -
30.4 
67.9 
_ 
-

28.4 
.. 
57.8 105 
Table 10 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average  standard  # of obs. / 
value  deviation  changes 
Final Kiting, queue 1, time in  71.2180  9.0407  28.4 
Final Kiting, queue 1, length  3.4287  0.3858  66.1 
Final Kiting, queue 2, time in  2.3840  1.1289 
___ 
28.4 
Final Kiting, queue 2, length  0.0850 
_ 
0.0412  28.4 
Creator, # of creations  40.9  -­ -
-­
Creator, time between creations  U(18,22)  -­ -­
.. 
selects, time in system  147.1002  -
8.0994  28.4 
selects, due date  202.8998  8.0994  28.4 
in bulk, time n system  74.1870  1.2237  36.8 
bulk, due date  275.8130  1.2237  36.8 
sequencing reels, time in system  146.5846  8.0813  28.4 
sequencing reels, due date  203.4154  8.0813  28.4 
Table 11: 
Scenario 11 results 
Scenario no: 11  Transient  End time: 
time: 1200  2300 
Data Collection  average 
value 
standard 
deviation 
# of obs. / 
changes 
Selects entry delayer, utilization 
Receiving and Shipping, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1 
Receiving and Shipping, processing times 
Receiving and Shipping, utilization 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, time in 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, length 
4.4583 
-­
0.5075 
0.1250 
0.0293 
0.0018 
_ 
0.0844 
-­
0.0097 
0.0030 
0.0106 
0.0007 
_ 
136.6 
-­
271.1 
370.9 
67.5 
15 
. -- --
-- --
-- --
--
Table 11 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average 
value 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, time in  0.2048 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, length  0.0379 
Bulk parts preform, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 1 
Bulk parts preform, processing times  1.9773 
Bulk parts preform, utilization 
t­
0.1222 
Bulk parts preform, queue 1, time in  0 
Bulk parts preform, queue 2, length  0 
Kiting Station, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 10 
Kiting Station, processing times 
-
1.6888 
Kiting Station, utilization  0.1036 
Kiting Station, queue 1, time in  0 
Kiting Station, queue 1, length  0 
Kiting Station, queue 2, time in  69.5725 
Kiting Station, queue 2, length  4.3064 
Sequencing Station, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 5 
Sequencing Station, processing times  53.9798 
Sequencing Station, utilization  3.3428 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, time in  0 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, length  0 
Final Kiting, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 1 
Final Kiting, processing times  0.5017 
Final Kiting, utilization  0.0308 
Final Kiting, queue 1, time in  0.2555 
Final Kiting, queue 1, length  0.0158 
standard 
deviation 
0.0098 
0.0021 
0.0471 
_ 
0.0027 
0 
0 
0.0655 -

0.0037
 
0
 
0
 
1.4864
 
_ 
0.0834 
-
0.8563 
0.0908 
_ 
0 
0 
0.0157 
0.0011 
0.1628 
0.0101 
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# of obs. / 
changes 
203.6 
159.3 
68 
137 
68 
1 
67.5 -
136
 
67.5
 
136
 
-
67.5 
.
 
136.5
 
68 -
136.8 
., 
-
68 
1 
67.5 
136 
67.5 
136 --
--
--
-
-
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Table 11 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average 
value 
Final Kiting, queue 2, time in  20.1495 
Final Kiting, queue 2, length  1.2372 
Creator, # of creations  68 
Creator, time between creations  U(14.2,18.2) 
selects, time in system  75.5719 
selects, due date  274.4281 
bulk, time in system  74.2822 
bulk, due date  275.7178  -
sequencing reels, time in system  75.0394 
sequencing reels, due date  274.9606 
Table 12: 
Scenario 12 results 
Scenario no: 12  Transient 
time: 1200 
Data Collection  average 
value 
Selects entry delayer, utilization  4.4099 
Receiving and Shipping, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 1 
Receiving and Shipping, processing times  0.5042 
Receiving and Shipping, utilization  0.1239 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, time in  0.0277 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, length  0.0017 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, time in  0.2019 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, length  0.0373 
standard 
deviation 
2.2118 
0.1305 
1.4403 
_ 
1.4403 
1.4912 -
1.4912 
1.4405 
1.4405 
End time: 
2300 
standard 
deviation 
0.0700 
0.0114 
0.0028 
0.0132 
0.0008 
_ 
0.0099 
0.0022 
# of obs. / 
changes 
67.5 
136.3 
67.5 
. 
67.5 
67.5 
67.5 
67.5 
_ . 
67.5 
# of obs. / 
changes 
136.4 
_ 
270.5 
373.4 
67.5 
15.3 
_  -
203 
155 -- --
-- --
-- --
--
Table 12 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average 
value 
Bulk parts preform, policy: LIFO,  -­
# of servers: 1 
Bulk parts preform, processing times  1.9893 
Bulk parts preform, utilization  0.1222 
Bulk parts preform, queue 1, time in  0 
Bulk parts preform, queue 2, length  0 
Kiting Station, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 10 
Kiting Station, processing times  1.6606 
Kiting Station, utilization  0.1021 
_ 
Kiting Station, queue 1, time in  0 
Kiting Station, queue 1, length  0 
Kiting Station, queue 2, time in  69.1614 
Kiting Station, queue 2, length  4.2572 
Sequencing Station, policy: LIFO,  -­
# of servers: 5 
Sequencing Station, processing times  54.0755 
Sequencing Station, utilization  3.3219 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, time in  0 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, length  0 
Final Kiting, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 1 
Final Kiting, processing times  0.4969 
Final Kiting, utilization  0.0305 
Final Kiting, queue 1, time in  0.2325 
Final Kiting, queue 1, length  0.0143 
Final Kiting, queue 2, time in  19.5734 
Final Kiting, queue 2, length  1.2059 
standard 
deviation 
0.0570 
0.0039 
0 
_ 
0 
_ 
0.0786 
0.0061 
7­
0
 
0
 
0.8659
 
0.0685
 
0.3529
 
0.0346
 
0
 
0
 
-
0.0167 
0.0008 
0.1221 -
0.0075 
0.9160 
_ 
0.0616 
108 
# of obs. / 
changes 
67.6 
136.1 
67.6 
1 
67.6 
136.1 
_ , 
67.6 
136.3 
67.6 
136.1 
67.6 
136 
_ . 
68 
1 
_	 
67.5 
136 
67.5 
136 
67.5 
135.9 109 
Table 12 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average  standard  # of obs. / 
value  deviation  changes 
Creator, # of creations  67.3  -
-­ -­
- _ 
Creator, time between creations  U(14.2,18.2)  -­
selects, time in system  75.1144  -
0.8075  -
67.3 
selects, due date  274.8856  0.8075  -
67.3 
bulk, time in system  73.8340  -
0.8599  67.5 
- _ 
bulk, due date  276.1660  -
0.8599  67.5 
sequencing reels, time in system  74.5635  0.8106  67.5 
sequencing reels, due date  275.4365  0.8106  67.5 
Table 13: 
Scenario 13 results 
Scenario no: 12  Transient  End time: 
time: 1200  2300 
Data Collection  average  standard  # of obs. / 
value  deviation  changes 
Selects entry delayer, utilization  4.4443  0.0928  136.3 
Receiving and Shipping, policy: FIFO,  -­ -­
# of servers: 1 
Receiving and Shipping, processing times  0.49942  0.0073  270.5 
_ 
Receiving and Shipping, utilization  0.1228  0.0026  371.3 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, time in  0.0251  0.0203  67.5 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, length  0.0015  -
0.0012  13.8 
_  _ 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, time in  0.1993  0.0061  203 
_ 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, length  0.0368  0.0011  159 
Bulk parts preform, policy: FIFO,  -­ -­
# of servers: 1 --
--
-- --
__ 
-- --
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Table 13 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average 
value 
Bulk parts preform, processing times  2.20264 
Bulk parts preform, utilization  0.1247 
Bulk parts preform, queue 1, time in  0 
Bulk parts preform, queue 2, length  0 
Kiting Station, policy: FIFO,  -­
# of servers: 10 
Kiting Station, processing times  1.6307 
Kiting Station, utilization  0.1001 
Kiting Station, queue 1, time in  0 
Kiting Station, queue 1, length  0 
Kiting Station, queue 2, time in 
I­
69.8432 
Kiting Station, queue 2, length  4.2881 
Sequencing Station, policy: earliest due 
date, # of servers: 5 
Sequencing Station, processing times  53.7585 
Sequencing Station, utilization  3.3168 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, time in  0 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, length  0 
Final Kiting, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1  -
Final Kiting, processing times  0.5063 
Final Kiting, utilization  0.0311 
I-
Final Kiting, queue 1, time in  0.2652 
Final Kiting, queue 1, length  0.0162 
Final Kiting, queue 2, time in  20.2722 
Final Kiting, queue 2, length  1.2448 
Creator, # of creations  67.7 
Creator, time between creations  U(14.2,18.2) 
standard 
deviation 
0.0623 
0.0045 
0 -
0 
0.0887
 
0.0060
 
0
 
0
 -
1.2219 
0.0920 
0.9388 
...... 
0.0453
 
0
 
0
 
_ 
0.0122 
0.0008 
_ 
0.1756 
0.0107 
1.6216 
0.1014 
# of obs. / 
changes 
67.8 
136.4 
67.8 
1 
67.5 
_ 
136 
67.5 -

136 - ­
67.5 
136.1 
67.8 
___  ­
136.3 
67.8 
1 
_ 
67.5 
_ 
_ 
136 
-4­
67.5 
-
136 
67.5 
136 -- -- --
-- --
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standard 
deviation 
1.1340 
1.1340 
_ 
1.2232 
1.2232 
_ 
1.1207 
1.1207 
End time: 
2300 
standard 
deviation 
0.1042 
0.0058 -
0.0011 
0.0121 
0.0007 
0.0146 
0.0029 
_ 
0.0396 
0.0031 
# of obs. / 
changes 
67.5 -
67.5 
_ . 
67.5 
67.5 
_ . 
67.5 
_ . 
67.5 
# of obs. / 
changes 
137 
272 -
373.9 
_ 
68.1 
14.8 
_ . 
203.9 
158.5 
67.9 
136.5 
Data Collection 
selects, time in system 
selects, due date 
bulk, time n system in 
bulk, due date 
sequencing reels, time in system 
sequencing reels, due date 
Scenario no: 12 
Data Collection 
Selects entry delayer, utilization 
Table 13 (Continued) 
average 
value 
75.8219 
274.1781 
74.5317 
275.4683 
75.3032 
274.6968 
Table 14:
 
Scenario 14 results
 
Receiving and Shipping, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1 
Receiving and Shipping, processing times 
Receiving and Shipping, utilization 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, time in 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 1, length 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, time in 
Receiving and Shipping, queue 2, length 
Bulk parts preform, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1 
Bulk parts preform, processing times 
Bulk parts preform, utilization 
Transient 
time: 1200 
average 
value 
4.4712 
0.5016 
0.1241 
0.0250 
0.0015 
0.1968 
0.0365 
1.9790 
0.1220 -- -- --
-- -- --
-- --
___ 
-- --
-- --
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Table 14 (Continued) 
Data Collection 
Bulk parts preform, queue 1, time in 
Bulk parts preform, queue 2, length 
Kiting Station, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 10 
Kiting Station, processing times 
Kiting Station, utilization 
Kiting Station, queue 1, time in 
Kiting Station, queue 1, length 
Kiting Station, queue 2, time in 
Kiting Station, queue 2, length 
Sequencing Station, policy: shortest 
operation next, # of servers: 5 
Sequencing Station, processing times 
Sequencing Station, utilization 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, time in 
Sequencing Station, queue 1, length 
Final Kiting, policy: FIFO, 
# of servers: 1 
Final Kiting, processing times 
Final Kiting, utilization 
Final Kiting, queue 1, time in 
Final Kiting, queue 1, length 
Final Kiting, queue 2, time in 
Final Kiting, queue 2, length 
Creator, # of creations 
Creator, time between creations 
selects, time in system 
selects, due date 
average 
value 
0 
0 
1.6416
 
0.1017
 
0
 
0
 
69.8434
 
4.3201
 
54.2774
 
3.3568
 
0
 
0
 
0.4935
 
0.0306
 
0.2216
 
0.0137
 
19.9927
 
1.2323
 
67.9
 
U(14.2,18.2)
 
75.7836
 
274.2164
 
standard 
deviation 
0 
0 
_ 
0.0651 
0.0049 
_ 
0 
_ 
0 
1.4865 -
0.1053 
0.7509 
0.0536 
0 
_ 
0 
0.0193 
_ 
0.0016 
0.1186 
0.0074 
1.7084 
0.1096 
1.4107 
1.4107 
# of obs. / 
changes 
67.9 
1 
68.3 
137.4 - . 
68.3 
137.5 
_ 
68.3 
136.9 
67.9 
136.8 
67.9 
1 
68.1 
_ . 
137.3 
68.1 
137.3 
68.1 
137 
68.1 
68.1 113 
Table 14 (Continued) 
Data Collection  average  standard  # of obs. / 
value  deviation  changes 
bulk, time in system  74.5317  1.4393  68.1 
bulk, due date  275.4683  1.4393  68.1 
sequencing reels, time in system  75.2468  1.4182  68.1 
sequencing reels, due date  274.7532  1.4182  68.1 
Though performing as expected in most cases, the system did not perform well 
on models which contained random generators with high variances. Problems during 
the steady state and run time analysis came up which could not be resolved easily. The 
difficulty lies within the hypothesis testing which does not limit the 13-error - reject HO: no 
change in average statistics - during the test. For high fluctuations, causing high 
variance levels, the system sometimes failed to reject steady state when it should have. 
Even more frequently, when rejecting steady state, the system suggested to increase 
the transient period instead of extending the run time (increased x0 instead of x1, see 
Figure 21), due to a high 13-error probability. Introducing a threshold, the minimum 
number of observations that go into the statistics collection, and increasing the runs per 
scenario provided some improvement, but did not solve all problems. 114 
10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
 
Overall, we feel that the research was a step in the right direction.  It was clearly 
shown that automated simulation analysis with the aim to improve a model's 
performance can be done using known Al and KB System concepts. General in nature, 
the architecture capabilities are rather limited by the available knowledge than the 
structural concept. The inside scheme also allows analysis of different sets of user 
specified policies without having the user change the model manually. 
Both inside and outside schemes were successfully implemented and provide a 
much faster analysis and modification towards the goal (meeting the measures) than 
any human - having the same level of knowledge - would be able to do.  It also helps a 
novice of manufacturing to do manufacturing simulation. Many people who run 
simulation projects make two basic mistakes. First, they do not make sure the system 
reached steady state and the warm up (transient) period is removed from the data 
collection. Quite often ridiculously long simulation times are selected, because the 
analyst is not sure about the steady state of the model. Second, they base their 
conclusions on single runs, thus having no sufficient statistical basis for justifying the 
results. Running multiple runs manually, just seems to be too time intensive. 
Although there are still other aspects, e. g. verification and validation of the 
model, which are not yet satisfied by the architecture. However, it is a step towards 
automated simulation, providing time saving factors and eliminating human error which 
makes manufacturing simulation economically even more interesting. 
Many problems are still unsolved in manufacturing simulation and at the end we 
were left with several more questions. The original idea of a manufacturing simulation 
output analysis system is definitely timely and of great interest. But the complexity 
required of such a system and the huge variety of possible models makes the task an 
overwhelming one.  It will be necessary to identify and attack the different problems one 
by one. Some will surely provide enough challenge for several years of research. The 
following paragraphs list some of the problems identified during the study. 115 
Analyzing steady state behavior is one of the most important topics in automated 
simulation systems.  It is a prerequisite for any further data evaluation. As mentioned in 
the previous chapter, the presented system does provide steady state behavior analysis 
with rather unsatisfactory performance on models with high variances associated with 
the data collections. Hypothesis testing turned out not to be a good solution for this 
matter, though it performed well on all the other analysis steps implemented. A testing 
method has to be found which limits both a-error and 13-error probability.  It might be 
interesting to have a look at methods like the sequential probability ratio (SPR) testing. 
There are several papers which discuss methods for analyzing steady state behavior. 
Unfortunately, they either are designed for a particular type of (real) system only or they 
assume constant processing times, arrival times, etc., as opposed to randomly 
generated times. To the best of our knowledge there is no general methodology 
available that allows to determine steady state, for any given simulation model which is 
subject to randomly fluctuating parameters. 
A second important issue which evolved during the study is conflict resolution. 
The analysis had to be limited to two performance measures - utilization and throughput 
- which in most cases led to a decent performance on other measures (e. g. WIP size, 
time in system), too. More measures inevitably lead to conflicts. For example, an 
increase in throughput usually will lead to increased inventory levels. How much 
throughput would you trade for a, lets say 10% inventory decrease.  It depends, of 
course. Your argument might be cost. How much does the 10% inventory cost me and 
how much money can I make with the increased throughput? Is there an optimum 
throughput - inventory ratio for my system? What happens to the other measures? It is 
obvious that this is another issue which can not be easily resolved. And almost no 
research has been done in this field, either. Additional parameters, one of which 
definitely has to be cost, will have to be considered in a model that involves conflict 
resolution decisions. Weighting and prioritizing the measures, fuzzy decisions (rather 
than yes or no), and behavior driven analysis are some points one might want to 
explore. 
Dynamic scheduling, is another interesting topic. Two different schemes can be 
identified. The first one is concerned with capacity allocation to material on the shop 116 
floor. Instead of applying one (static) policy, like the FIFO rule, the decision is based on 
the current state of the system and predicted future situations. Rules are subject to 
change, depending on which one performs best at a certain time. This certainly poses 
two major problems: 
- Is this highly flexible system feasible for the real world (limitations)? 
- How are the simulation results and different decisions presented. An output 
like 10% FIFO, 20% Earliest due date,  will surely not do. The output also 
will have to provide information about the different situations that made use of 
a particular policy. 
Again, behavior driven analysis seems to be a valuable approach that might 
apply. 
The second one is concerned with scheduling of new (incoming) orders. When 
should an order be accepted, what are the due dates we can promise our customers? 
Though this issue is more of concern in real time simulation systems. 
One final area of interest should be mentioned here. The artificial intelligence 
approach leads us to a better, not necessarily optimal, solution. During the analysis 
several good solutions with similar performance might be identified and presented.  It 
would be of interesting to further analyze these "top solutions", establish confidence 
levels on important performance factors, compare them to figure out if they are really 
different, and identify which one should be favored over the others. 117 
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APPENDICES 121 
APPENDIX A: Smalltalk Code 
Due to extensive coding, the implemented Smalltalk code ( approximately 350 
pages, including the simulation environment) is not included in this paper. The code is 
available at the IME department at Oregon State University. Dr. Terrence G. 
Beaumariage maintains the files and print out copies. 122 
APPENDIX B: User Information Example 
To keep the user informed, the system prints out short comments, indicating the state of 
the current investigation. An example of this print out function (for the second presented 
case study) is provided below. 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 1 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ... 
Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
bottleneck 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
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Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 2 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ... 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state
 
bottleneck
 
run time
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 3
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
bottleneck 
run time 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
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Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 4
 
Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
checking measures 
utilization 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 5
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
bottleneck 
run time 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
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Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 6
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined  ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state
 
bottleneck
 
run time
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 7
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state
 
checking measures
 
utilization
 
throughput
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
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Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 8
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state 
bottleneck 
run time 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 9
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
checking measures 
utilization 
throughput 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
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Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 10
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state
 
checking measures
 
utilization
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 11
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state
 
checking measures
 
utilization
 
throughput
 
advance policies
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Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 12
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
 
Analyzing results, please wait
 
steady state
 
checking measures
 
utilization
 
throughput
 
advance policies
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7
 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8
 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 13
 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ...
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Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
checking measures 
utilization 
throughput 
advance policies 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 1 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 2 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 3 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 4 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 5 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 6 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 7 
Current scenario, Simulation run #: 8 
Completed Set of Simulation Runs (Scenarios): 14 
Data from the simulation runs get combined ... 
Analyzing results, please wait 
steady state 
checking measures 
utilization 
throughput 
advance policies 130 
APPENDIX C: Result Output Example 
************************************************************************************
 
Suggested simulation scenario no.: 1
 
Collected average data over 8 runs as follows ...
 
Terminator for all Parts: a Terminator Object 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Time in System 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  74.9645  1.4576  70.6574  56.6896  92. 9629 
«0» 
Selects entry delay: a Delayer Object 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Utilization Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
4.4583  0.0844  4.7500  3.0000  6.0000  136.6 
«0» 131 
Receiving and Shipping: a Multiple Queue, Multiple Server Processing Object 
Number of Servers  = 1 
Applied Policy 
Measure Level  = 1 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Processing Times 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
271.1  0.5075  0.0097  0.6328  0.1911  0.9669 
Utilization Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.1250  0.0030  0.1250  0.0000  1.0000  370.9 
Receiving and Shipping input queue information 
Receiving and ShippingInpl: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 1 
Length of queue  = nil 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 1 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 132 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  0.0293  0.0106  0.0000  0.0000  0.6033 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0018  0.0007  0.0000  0.0000  1.0000  15.0 
Receiving and Shippinglnp2: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 2 
Length of queue  = nil 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 1 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
203.6  0.2048  0.0098  0.3205  0.0000  1.3522 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0379  0.0021  0.0000  0.0000  2.0000  159.3 
«0»
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Bulk parts preform: a Multiple Queue, Multiple Server Processing Object 
Number of Servers  = 1 
Applied Policy 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 1 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Processing Times 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
68.0  1.9773  0.0471  2.3435  1.1088  2.8969 
Utilization Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.1222  0.0027  0.1250  0.0000  1.0000  137.0 
Bulk parts preform input queue information 
Bulk parts preformlnpl: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 1 
Length of queue  = 80 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 1 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 134 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
68.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  1.0 
«0» 
Kitting Stations: a Multiple Queue, Multiple Server Assembly Object 
Number of Servers  = 10 
Applied Policy 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Processing Times 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  1.6888  0.0655  1.4615  0.7282  2.8857 
Utilization Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.1036  0.0037  0.1250  0.0000  2.0000  136.0 135 
Kitting Stations input queue information 
Kitting Stationslnpl: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 1 
Length of queue  = nil 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  1.0000  136.0 
Kitting Stationslnp2: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 
Length of queue  = nil 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 136 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  69.5725  1.4864  69.5034  51.6145  87.2247 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
4.3064  0.0834  4.7500  3.0000  6.0000  136.5 
«0» 
Sequencing Stations: a Multiple Queue, Multiple Server Processing Object 
Number of Servers  = 5 
Applied Policy 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 2 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Processing Times 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
68.0  53.9798  0.8563  52.0101  38.3710  68.3966 
Utilization Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
3.3428  0.0908  3.1250  2.0000  5.0000  136.8 137 
Sequencing Stations input queue information 
Sequencing StationsInpl: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 1 
Length of queue  = 150 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 2 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
68.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  1.0 
«0» 
Final Kitting: a Multiple Queue, Multiple Server Assembly Object 
Number of Servers  = 1
 
Applied Policy
 
Measure Level  =
 
Intelligence Level  = 0
 
Simulation scenario  = 11
 
Time of initialization = 1200.00
 
Current time  = 2300.00
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Processing Times 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  0.5017  0.0157  0.4688  0.2125  0.9338 
Utilization Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0308  0.0011  0.0000  0.0000  1.0000  136.0 
Final Kitting input queue information 
Final KittingInpl: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 1 
Length of queue  = nil 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  0.2555  0.1628  0.8092  0.0000  7.8494 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
0.0158  0.0101  0.0000  0.0000  1.5000  136.0 139 
Final Kittinglnp2: a Queue Object 
Queue type  = input 
Number of queue  = 2 
Length of queue  = nil 
Applied Policy  = fifoRule: 
Measure Level  = 2 
Intelligence Level  = 0 
Simulation scenario  = 11 
Time of initialization = 1200.00 
Current time  = 2300.00 
Time in Queue 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  MM Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  20.1495  2.2118  14.2463  0.0000  46.4190 
Queue Length Information 
Avg Value  Std Dev  Curr Value  Min Value  Max Value  No. Changes 
1.2372  0.1305  1.8750  0.0000  3.1250  136.3 
«0» 
Model information: 
Circuit Code 1 
Number of creations  = 68.0 
Time between creations = Uniform (14.20,18.20) 
Applied Policy 
Measure Level  = 1 
Intelligence Level  = 2 140 
selects (size = 3, dueDate= 350) 
---> Selects entry delay 
---> Receiving and Shipping 
at queue: 2 
---> Kitting Stations 
at queue: 1 
---> Final Kitting 
at queue: 1 
---> Receiving and Shipping 
at queue: 1 
---> Terminator for Selects 
Time in System information 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  75.5719  1.4403  72.3567  58.4081  92.9629 
Due date information 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  274.4281  1.4403  277.6433  257.0371  291.5919 
bulk (size = 3, dueDate= 350) 
---> Receiving and Shipping 
at queue: 2 
---> Bulk parts preform 
at queue: 1 
---> Kitting Stations 
at queue: 2 
---> Terminator for Bulk Parts 
Time in System information 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  74.2822  1.4912  70.6574  56.6896  91.7793 141 
Due date information
 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs.
 
67.5  275.7178  1.4912  279.3426  258.2207  293.3104 
seq reels (size = 3, dueDate= 350) 
---> Receiving and Shipping
 
at queue: 2
 
---> Sequencing Stations
 
at queue: 1
 
--> Final Kitting
 
at queue: 2
 
- --> Terminator for Reels
 
Time in System information
 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs.
 
67.5  75.0394  1.4405  71.9354  57.8950  92.3264 
Due date information 
Total Obs.  Avg Obs.  Std Dev.  Last Obs.  Min Obs.  Max Obs. 
67.5  274.9606  1.4405  278.0646  257.6736  292.1050 
************************************************************************************ 